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Executive Summary and Recommendations

The tragic death of Mahsa Jina Amini, a twenty-two-year-old Kurdish-Iranian woman arrested by the Islamic Republic of Iran’s (IRI) infamous morality police in September 2022 for allegedly defying the state’s mandatory hijab laws, has introduced urgency into a conversation about what justice options are available for Iranians victimized by their government. While Iranians have been dealing with grave human rights violations for decades, the senselessness of Amini’s death at the hands of the IRI’s morality police—for perhaps showing a few strands of hair—brought the brutality of the IRI’s discriminatory legal framework against women, girls, and other marginalized populations into clear focus for the globe. Amini’s death sparked waves of massive protests throughout Iran, animated by the slogan “woman, life, freedom”—which has served as a rallying cry for Iranians inside Iran and in the diaspora. It is a cry of resistance against the state and of a desire to hold IRI officials accountable for atrocity crimes and human rights violations.

The IRI’s response to dissent has been a brutal crackdown on peaceful protesters, including internet shutdowns, excessive use of force, arbitrary arrests and detentions, sexual and gender-based violence, torture, enforced disappearances, summary trials, and even executions. Since the start of the protests in September 2022, more than fifty executions have taken place, roughly five hundred civilians have been killed in protests, and nearly twenty-thousand have been detained. Additionally, there are reports of mass poisonings of schoolgirls across the country—the same schoolgirls seen bravely defying the state’s mandatory hijab laws and calling for an end to the dictatorship in viral videos on social media platforms.

The abuses of the state have left Iranians looking for internationalized responses to their plight. The judiciary in Iran is not independent, nor impartial, and is deeply influenced by state security forces and the intelligence apparatus. Therefore, domestic avenues for accountability in the Islamic Republic’s courts are not reliable for victims. Countries around the world have responded in a wide range of ways, including via diplomatic channels and through the issuance of targeted sanctions against individuals and entities for gross human rights violations in Iran. However, many options for justice remain underused or unexplored. To date, only one criminal trial against a representative of the Islamic Republic for core international crimes has taken place under the universal jurisdiction principle. National jurisdictions that have universal jurisdiction frameworks or laws with extra-territorial application can invest more heavily in holding IRI perpetrators of atrocity crimes and human rights violations to account. The Atlantic Council’s Strategic Litigation Project explored civil-litigation options in national courts to hold IRI perpetrators accountable in a 2020 report, and will address further justice options in Europe and Canada in reports due to be published in fall 2023 and winter 2024.

In addition to national measures that provide important tools in the fight against impunity, international forums and mechanisms can be used to pursue accountability for these violations. Some of these options were pursued in fall 2022, including the establishment of a United Nations fact-finding mission on Iran in November 2022 and a successful global campaign to remove the Islamic Republic from the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women in December 2022.

To put international mechanisms and avenues in context and to shed light on how they may apply to Iran, as well as to illustrate any limitations, the Atlantic Council’s Strategic Litigation Project has authored this report, which aims to provide an overview of, and recommendations relating to, further international options that can be used to pursue accountability for human rights violations committed in Iran. The research in this report is based on the experiences and legal practice of the authors, extensive desk research, and consultations with practitioners, victims, and survivors of violations.

The different avenues covered in this report were selected by considering the treaties that have been ratified by Iran, international courts that do or could have jurisdiction over the IRI or relating to violations that take place in Iran, different mechanisms available in which the IRI participates under the United Nations (UN) and other international organizations, and mechanisms designed specifically to address issues in Iran. Lastly, this report looks to the future and highlights current developments in international law that, if successful, could provide new avenues for accountability. The specific courts, mechanisms, and developments covered in this report are the following: the International Criminal Court; the International Court of Justice; international people’s tribunals; the United Nations Human Rights Council; UN Special Rapporteurs; the Working Group on

Arbitrary Detention; the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances; UN investigative bodies and mechanisms in general and the Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran; the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons; the Mutual Legal Assistance and Extradition Initiative; the Draft Articles on Crimes Against Humanity; and, recent efforts to expand the definition of the crime against humanity of apartheid to include gender.

This effort resulted in the following recommendations for states and civil society.

**Recommendations**

**Relating to the International Criminal Court (ICC)**

- The Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) should open a preliminary examination focusing on the role of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) in transboundary crimes in the Syrian conflict and consider any evidence on the responsibility for Rome Statute crimes of the IRI, IRGC, and groups under their control in all open preliminary examinations and investigations.

- States parties to the Rome Statute should refer situations to the court involving the commission of crimes by Iranian officials in their territory that fall under the court’s jurisdiction.

- Because states parties to the Rome Statute do not need a connection to Rome Statute crimes committed within their knowledge, they should refer situations to the court involving the commission of Rome Statute crimes where jurisdiction applies, such as certain crimes in Syria involving Iran and crimes committed by the IRI on the territory of Ukraine and in the case of Flight PS752.2

- States parties should cooperate with the court in investigating matters concerning Iran.

- Civil-society organizations should file Article 15 communications with the OTP when there is jurisdiction, because part of the crime has been committed on the territory of a state party or of a state that has accepted the court’s jurisdiction.

- Civil-society organizations should investigate transboundary elements of crimes committed by Iranian officials to ascertain whether the ICC would have jurisdiction in assessing whether to submit information.

**Relating to the International Court of Justice (ICJ)**

- To support the joint application filed by Canada, Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom on July 5, 2023, instituting proceedings under the 1971 Montreal Convention at the ICJ against the IRI for the PS752 shootdown, other interested states should file an Article 63 declaration of intervention. This is similar to what has been done, on an unprecedented scale, in support of Ukraine in *Ukraine v. Russia*.3 Currently, there are 188 parties to the Montreal Convention.4 Any of these could file a declaration of intervention to submit their views on the interpretation of any provisions of the convention at issue in the case.5

- Following the precedent set by The Gambia in *The Gambia v. Myanmar*, in which the ICJ confirmed that for a treaty like the Genocide Convention, all states parties have a “common interest” in compliance with its obligations, and states parties to conventions like the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination or the Convention against Discrimination in Education could initiate proceedings over violations of obligations owed by the IRI under these and other applicable conventions.6

---

2 Note that in the Venezuela situation, for example, six states parties made a referral to the court, including Argentina, Canada, Colombia, Chile, Paraguay, and Peru, despite having no direct connection to the situation or crimes in Venezuela. See: “Statement of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Fatou Bensouda, on the Referral by a Group of Six States Parties Regarding the Situation in Venezuela,” International Criminal Court, September 27, 2018, https://www.icc-cpi.int/news/statement-prosecutor-international-criminal-court-fatou-bensouda-referral-group-six-states.


5 Statute of the International Court of Justice, Article 63 (“1. Whenever the construction of a convention to which states other than those concerned in the case are parties is in question, the Registrar shall notify all such states forthwith. 2. Every state so notified has the right to intervene in the proceedings; but if it uses this right, the construction given by the judgment will be equally binding upon it.”).

Relating to International People’s Tribunals

- Civil society should continue to convene international people’s tribunals (IPTs) for situations in which justice is lacking and victims have not been heard, coordinating among the tribunals where appropriate.

- IPTs must engage in best practices to protect victims and to ensure that the evidence gathered can be used in subsequent proceedings—for example, by using trauma-informed interviewing techniques, by following best practices for the collection and preservation of evidence, and by mandating that a defense is presented.

- States should engage and cooperate with IPTs, including states being examined by the IPTs.

- IPTs must also ensure that due process and fair-trial rights are respected, especially when the accused do not appear or participate.

- The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, and other relevant UN bodies and interested parties, should work to develop a convention with guidelines for IPTs in order to encourage and standardize their use, ensuring that victims are protected and that evidence can be preserved and used in other contexts.

- Jurisdictions—including both domestic and international jurisdictions—must investigate crimes raised in IPTs, and should use the evidence gathered during the hearings where they are able and where it is appropriate.

- The UN must support IPTs and engage with them to further their work in accountability—for example, by issuing reports from Special Rapporteurs on the relevant subjects.

- All subjects of IPT recommendations must implement the recommended actions where they are able.

Universal Periodic Review

- Civil-society organizations should send stakeholder submissions for the fourth cycle of the Universal Periodic Review (UPR) concerning Iran before June 27, 2024.

- The HRC must continue to prioritize the implementation of recommendations and should consider, for example, publishing regularly updated and detailed monitoring information.

- Stakeholders, including both member states and external organizations, must continue to give careful attention to the information they provide ahead of each state’s review to ensure that all relevant information is available. They must also ensure that they continue to urge states to accept the recommendations of their reviews.

- During its review in the fourth cycle, the IRI must commit to accepting all recommendations and fully implement those recommendations immediately afterward. In the preceding years, it should implement any remaining recommendations from the third cycle, including recommendations it previously rejected.

Relating to United Nations Special Rapporteurs

- While it is imperative that UN Special Rapporteurs maintain their independence, the United Nations must ensure that each mandate is properly staffed and funded so that the Special Rapporteurs are able to robustly carry out their duties, particularly when faced with challenging situations and uncooperative governments.

- The government of the IRI must cooperate with Special Rapporteurs, including by immediately...
allowing country visits for all who request them. Special Rapporteures, in turn, must devote adequate time and energy to situations in Iran, despite the ongoing lack of cooperation.

- Special Rapporteures should continue to collaborate with one another, along with other relevant bodies—including, *inter alia*, the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Working Group on Enforced Disappearances, and the Independent Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran—to ensure that they are unified on messaging, to avoid the duplication of efforts, and to lend their expertise wherever possible.

- Special Rapporteures should continue to shed light on human rights violations in Iran as much as possible by publishing relevant reports, as well as through concerted efforts to speak out against new developments and a sustained media presence on the overall situation.

*Relating to the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention*

- Those submitting allegations should highlight how cases relate to and support previous Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD) findings on ongoing patterns, as well as unique details, particularly as they relate to new or emerging patterns.

- Those submitting legal documents should take care to note the WGAD’s findings and use them as supporting evidence in other legal submissions.

- Where the WGAD identifies patterns such as potential crimes against humanity in a specific country or novel forms of arbitrary detention, it should raise the issue in a separate report and identify ways within its mandate to escalate the issue beyond UN experts.7

- The WGAD should establish a clear and consistent protocol for addressing reports of noncompliance with recommendations within the WGAD’s determinations.

- The WGAD should establish protocols to address instances in which countries are repeatedly uncooperative in providing information, in implementing recommendations, and in allowing country visits.

- To further incentivize cooperation, the WGAD should work with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to track the status and outcomes of cases.

- The WGAD should continue to invest in its publicly accessible database, clean the data to make them easier to sort and filter, thus allowing for more comprehensive data analysis, and track additional categories such as whether individuals have been released or the outcome of cases.

*Relating to the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances*

- For enforced disappearances reported less than three months after they began, civil-society organizations should assist families of victims by submitting reports to the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances (WGEID) under the urgent-procedure option and by maintaining communication throughout the process.

- For enforced disappearances reported three months or more after they began, relatives of the disappeared persons and organizations assisting them should make use of the standard procedure.

- The WGEID should submit urgent appeals relating to all credible reports of enforced disappearances in Iran.

- The WGEID should join other mechanisms, such as the Special Rapporteur on Iran, to issue a joint communication regarding both the latest and historical enforced disappearances in Iran.

- The WGEID should make the form to submit a report concerning an enforced disappearance available in more languages. The form only being available in English, French, or Spanish greatly limits the number of families that could make a report on their own, which forces families to seek assistance from an organization.

*Relating to the Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran (FFMI)*

- The FFMI team should engage the Iranian public on the mandate and ensure it has access to the FFMI’s

---

public findings. This could be done by, among other things, hiring a public-information officer whose tasks include accurately explaining the mandate and operations of the FFMI, as well as publicizing any developments.

- Investigators and prosecutors building cases against Iranian perpetrators should seek out information and evidence collected by the FFMI. The FFMI should support accountability efforts to the furthest extent allowed under its mandate, including by providing information and evidence to competent, rights-respecting jurisdictions.

- HRC member states should extend the mandate of the FFMI beyond March 2024 to ensure that it has sufficient time to document the ongoing human rights violations that have occurred since September 2022. Further, HRC member states should consider expanding the mandate of the FFMI to violations that occurred prior to September 2022, to increase the prospect of accountability for other human rights violations in the IRI.

- Once the FFMI’s mandate is concluded, UN member states should consider establishing a commission of inquiry like that established for the situation in Ukraine and/or an investigative mechanism like the Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar (IIMM). Any additional investigative body or mechanism established should have a particular view to end impunity and ensure accountability, including individual criminal responsibility and access to justice for victims. Such a structure and mandate would allow for the identification of mid- to lower-level perpetrators, in addition to those most responsible at the highest level.

**Relating to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons**

- Marshall the resources of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) to investigate the allegations of mass poisonings of Iranian schoolgirls from November 2022 to the present day.

- Given the OPCW's strong preference for first seeking clarification from the state party where a situation of concern has arisen, states parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) could first directly reach out to the IRI to request information concerning the schoolgirl poisonings. However, such states should bear in mind the IRI’s history of denial, silencing victims and journalists, and the ineffective investigation it has already carried out on this matter. Rather than simply seeking information from the IRI, states parties wishing to engage directly with it could instead try to arrange an inspection or investigation to be conducted by an independent third party by mutual consent.

- States parties not wishing to engage directly with the IRI for the aforementioned reasons can instead request that the OPCW Executive Council provide any information it already holds. If that does not suffice, they can request that the OPCW Executive Council seek clarification from the IRI. Despite the IRI’s role on the council, it does not have veto power and cannot block decisions, as these are taken by either a two-thirds majority or a simple majority.

- States wishing to bypass the OPCW Executive Council clarification process altogether can directly request a challenge inspection anywhere on Iranian territory. They do not need to first seek clarification. They must, however, carefully frame the request to ensure it falls within the scope of the CWC, and provide all the information at their disposal that indicates noncompliance. Any inspection carried out by the team the director-general designates will be strictly limited to establishing the facts surrounding the possible noncompliance with the Chemical Weapons Convention.

- Lastly, any state party can put the issue of the schoolgirl poisonings on the agenda for the next regular session of the Conference of the States Parties scheduled to take place in The Hague from November 27 to December 1, 2023. Any state party can also request a special session of the Conference of States Parties, which will be convened if one-third of the member states support the request. The Conference of the States Parties has broad powers, and can discuss the matter and make recommendations for how to move forward.

**Relating to International Treaties and Law Currently Under Development**

**Ljubljana-Hague Convention**

- States should sign and ratify the Ljubljana-Hague Convention without reservations. If the convention becomes binding, it will be the first multilateral treaty ever to deal with mutual legal assistance for national prosecutions of international crimes, which will aid in bringing IRI perpetrators to justice.

- Additionally, at the time of ratification or acceptance, states should voluntarily extend the scope of the
application of the Ljubljana-Hague Convention to cover crimes like torture or enforced disappearances, to ensure other prosecutions of other serious international crimes also benefit from this convention.

■ States should take measures necessary to establish jurisdiction over cases where the victim of a covered crime is a national; that is, to establish passive personality jurisdiction. The IRI targets dual nationals and foreign nationals, and this jurisdiction would allow states to protect their nationals even when they are the victims of crimes outside their territory.8

■ Should the treaty be ratified, states parties should comply with their obligations to prosecute or extradite perpetrators from the IRI suspected of having committed the covered crimes in good faith, and not abuse the discretion included in the final draft to avoid politically difficult cases.

**Crimes Against Humanity Treaty**

■ States should close a global legal gap by adopting an international treaty specifically addressing crimes against humanity, to join other important global treaties addressing atrocity crimes such as genocide, war crimes, and torture.

■ States can do this by accepting the International Law Commission’s (ILC) recommendation to develop a treaty based on the draft articles on prevention and punishment of crimes against humanity (CAH Draft Articles), which the ILC adopted in 2019.

■ The definition of the crime against humanity of enforced disappearance in the CAH Draft Articles should be revised to match the definition included in the Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (ICPPED), which does not require a specific duration of time nor an intention to remove a disappeared person from the protection of law enforcement. These requirements unduly narrow the definition of this crime, and are not in line with the ICPPED.

■ The definition of the crime against humanity of forced pregnancy should be revised to remove the caveat that exempts national laws, as it is the only crime for which such a caveat is included. This kind of caveat permits discrimination against women to continue when codified under national legislation.

**Codifying Gender Apartheid**

■ UN member states should accept the recommendation from Special Rapporteur on human rights in Afghanistan Richard Bennett and the Working Group on discrimination against women and girls, and mandate a report on the question of gender apartheid with a view to develop legal norms for the international community.

■ Other avenues for developing legal norms around the crime of gender apartheid should be pursued, such as adding it to the work of the International Law Commission and including the crime in the CAH Draft Articles.

■ States should incorporate the rights of women and girls, and the dismantling of the regimes of gender apartheid, into their foreign policy approaches toward the IRI and the Taliban in Afghanistan.

■ States should incorporate the crime of gender apartheid into domestic legislation.

■ Civil society should continue to document the acts constituting gender apartheid and push their national representatives to take action.

---

Introduction

The IRI’s massive crackdown and numerous human rights abuses against peaceful protesters and dissidents in the context of the women-led movement in response to Amini’s death in September 2022 is not a new tactic. With respect to the November 2019 anti-regime protests sparked by fuel-price increases, IRI security forces killed more than three hundred people, including children, and arrested thousands, and the IRI enacted a nationwide internet shutdown. Since the start of the current protests in September 2022, IRI forces have killed more than five hundred people, including more than seventy children, and arrested more than twenty thousand. Reports indicate that women are being specifically targeted by security forces, including female journalists in Iran covering the protests, and many of these women have been subjected to sexual violence by security forces while in transit to and in detention. There are also reports of security forces unlawfully killing, forcibly disappearing, or using excessive force against children in connection with the protests, as well as subjecting children in detention to torture, rape, and other sexual violence. More than 1,200 schoolgirls across Iran are reported to have been deliberately poisoned in attacks that began only weeks after the protests sparked by Amini’s death began. The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Iran characterized the recent violence and human rights violations committed by the IRI as the most serious to have occurred in Iran in the last forty years, and indicated that these abuses could amount to crimes against humanity.

The judiciary cannot be relied on to address such crimes and abuses perpetrated by the IRI, as the law itself often enshrines discrimination, as has been the case with respect to women, ethnic and religious minorities, and other marginalized groups since the establishment of the IRI in 1979. Further, the legal system and the judiciary are instrumentalized by the regime in its efforts to quash dissent. There are extensive reports as to the lack of
independence and impartiality within the judiciary, and evidence of gross violations of the fair trial and due process rights at a systematic level. Since the start of the current protests, numerous protesters have been subjected to summary trials and sentenced to death, so-called confessions were obtained after clear indications of torture, and, as of the time of report publication, at least seven men have been executed in connection to the protests. The UN has highlighted the alarming number of executions carried out in Iran this past year, the majority related to drug offenses, with at least 209 executions conducted between January and May 2023 alone. According to the UN and other rights groups, ethnic minorities have been disproportionately targeted through these executions. UN experts recalled that any death sentence carried out in contravention of a state’s international legal obligations amounts to an arbitrary execution.

Given the difficulty in pursuing justice and accountability domestically, many victims and survivors have sought out other pathways for justice in foreign jurisdictions and international tribunals and mechanisms. As this report outlines, there are several possibilities at the international level to pursue accountability for abuses committed in Iran. Options include taking advantage of existing mechanisms, such as the submission of an Article 15 communication to the Office of the Prosecutor at the International Criminal Court, or creating new international mechanisms, such as the UN Human Rights Council’s creation of a new fact-finding mission dedicated to investigating human rights abuses committed in Iran in relation to the September 2022 protests.

This report examines opportunities to seek accountability at the international level for the human rights abuses and crimes committed by the IRI, including avenues available at international tribunals and mechanisms as they relate to the context of the IRI, its officials, and its proxies. The research in this report is based on the experiences and legal practice of the authors, extensive desk research, and consultations with practitioners, as well as victims and survivors of violations, carried out between January 2022 and June 2023. The sections herein contain an overview of, and recommendations relating to: multilateral
courts, specifically the International Criminal Court and the International Court of Justice; international people’s tribunals; United Nations mechanisms, including but not limited to the Human Rights Council and investigative bodies and mechanisms such as the Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran; the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons; and new developments in international law. This report forms part of a larger series of Atlantic Council publications outlining different mechanisms available under domestic and international law to pursue accountability for human rights abuses and crimes committed by the IRI.  

See, e.g.: Nia, Closing the Accountability Gap on Human Rights Violators in the Islamic Republic of Iran through Global Civil Litigation Strategies; Kmiotek, et al., Holding the Islamic Republic of Iran Accountable for Atrocity Crimes; and a forthcoming publication that will focus on universal and extraterritorial jurisdiction over international crimes in several European countries.
The IRI’s lack of membership in international and regional courts poses a challenge to the pursuit of justice options in forums outside Iran. Yet victims, practitioners, and states have been successful in mounting some efforts, and some justice options remain—as of yet—unexplored.

While the IRI has not accepted the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court, it is a signatory to the Rome Statute and participates actively in full plenary sessions of the Assembly of States Parties, where important decisions regarding the court are made every year. Additionally, just because the IRI is not a state party to the Rome Statute does not put it completely out of the court’s reach. This section outlines several ways the ICC could exercise jurisdiction over international crimes committed by the IRI.

A different court has jurisdiction over the IRI in certain cases: the International Court of Justice. The ICJ is not a criminal court. Rather, its role is to determine whether states have violated specific legal obligations. This does not mean the ICJ does not have a role to play in accountability for gross human rights violations. One need only look at its jurisprudence in cases relating to genocide, for example, to see the impact the ICJ has, as the world’s court, in accountability matters and the development of international legal norms and standards.

International Criminal Court

The ICC is the world’s first permanent international court dedicated to fighting impunity for the most serious crimes of international concern. It has jurisdiction over the crime

Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court Karim Khan speaks during a press conference at the Special Jurisdiction for Peace in Bogota, Colombia. LUISA GONZALEZ via Reuters Connect
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of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and the crime of aggression. The court, located in The Hague, is primarily funded through contributions from states parties, but may also receive voluntary contributions from other entities. While the ICC has an institutional relationship with the United Nations, it is an independent body.

On July 17, 1998, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court was adopted, and it entered into force on July 1, 2002, after ratification by sixty countries. Currently, 123 countries are states parties to the Rome Statute, representing all global regions.

At the time of writing, there are seventeen situations under investigation and two under preliminary examination, with the situation in Ukraine the latest to be opened after referral by forty-three states parties. There have been thirty-one cases opened, ten convictions, and four acquittals. At the time of writing, the judges of the court have publicly issued forty arrest warrants, the most recent for Russian President Vladimir Putin and Maria Lvova-Belova on charges of unlawful deportation and transfer of children. The ICC depends on states parties to enforce warrants, as it does not have its own police force. Thus far, twenty-one suspects have been detained, but sixteen remain at large.

Composition of the ICC

The court is made up of four organs.

The Presidency

The presidency consists of three of the court’s judges, elected by fellow judges for a term of three years to serve as president, first vice president, and second vice president. The presidency is responsible for administration (except as it relates to the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP)), judicial and legal matters, and external relations.

Chambers

The chambers are organized into three divisions: pre-trial, trial, and appeals chambers. In total, eighteen judges fill the three chambers. The judges are chosen by the Assembly of States Parties from a pool of candidates from states parties to the Rome Statute. The judges ensure the right to a fair trial and the proper administration of justice.

The Office of the Prosecutor

The prosecutor heads the OTP and is assisted by the deputy prosecutor. The current prosecutor is assisted by two deputy prosecutors. The office’s mandate is to receive referrals and communications, which it analyzes to determine whether a reasonable basis to investigate exists. The office conducts preliminary examinations and investigations into the crimes under the court’s jurisdiction. The OTP focuses on the individuals who bear the greatest responsibility for

28 "The ICC at a Glance."
30 "Understanding the International Criminal Court;" 10; "The ICC at a Glance."
33 "About the Court;" International Criminal Court, last visited May 19, 2023, http://www.icc-cpi.int/about/the-court.
35 "Understanding the International Criminal Court;" 36.
36 "About the Court;"
37 Rome Statute, Article 34.
38 Ibid., Article 38.
40 Rome Statute, Article 39(1).
41 "The ICC at a Glance;"
42 Ibid.
An Iranian woman gives a speech in front of the International Criminal Court during a protest calling for justice after the death of Mahsa Jina Amini. Romy Arroyo Fernandez via Reuters Connect

45 Ibid.
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48 Rome Statute, Article 14.
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50 Ibid., Article 15.
The Registry

The registry is a neutral organ and is headed by the registrar. Its main functions are to provide administrative and operational support to both the judicial organs of the court and to the OTP. The registry is also in charge of general management of the court, security, public information, court records, support for victim participation in proceedings, etc.52

Jurisdiction

The court may exercise jurisdiction over crimes committed on the territory of a state party or by nationals of a state party.53 Additionally, the court only has jurisdiction over the crime of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes when committed after July 1, 2002, and over the crime of aggression when committed after July 17, 2018.54 For the crime of aggression, specifically, the court may not exercise jurisdiction with respect to acts committed by a state party that has lodged a declaration with the registrar of the court rejecting such jurisdiction.55

The above territorial limits on jurisdiction do not apply to situations referred to the Office of the Prosecutor by the United Nations Security Council.56 However, the court may not exercise its jurisdiction over events that occurred prior to July 1, 2002, under any circumstances.57 Further, the court may only exercise jurisdiction over individuals, not over groups or states.58 Lastly, a country that is not a party to the Rome Statute may lodge a declaration with the registrar of the court accepting its jurisdiction under a limited temporal or territorial scope.59

Admissibility

Even when the court has jurisdiction, it may decline to exercise it over a particular case if it finds it is not admissible.60 Under the principle of complementarity, priority in investigating and prosecuting international crimes is given to national courts that are able and willing to address the crimes raised before the court, as states have primary responsibility in trying the perpetrators.61 The ICC may only investigate and prosecute the crimes over which it holds jurisdiction when the state concerned has not investigated or prosecuted a case, because it is either unable or unwilling to do so genuinely.62 The court is, thus, commonly referred to as a court of last resort.63 A case is likewise inadmissible when it is not of sufficient gravity.64

Victims

Victims, those harmed by the commission of crimes under the court’s jurisdiction, can be individuals, organizations, or institutions.65 Victims may send information to the prosecutor requesting the initiation of an investigation. Victims can also participate in proceedings before the court and request reparations, a first in international criminal justice. The ICC has established the Victims Participation and Reparation Section (VPRS) and the Victims and Witnesses Unit (VWU) to assist victims with administrative matters throughout proceedings. Both the VPRS and the VWU are under the registry.66

Defense

Defendants are entitled to a fair trial.67 The Rome Statute guarantees everyone will be presumed innocent until

---

52 “The ICC at a Glance.”
53 Rome Statute, Article 12(2).
54 “The ICC at a glance.”
55 Rome Statute, Article 15bis(4).
57 “Understanding the International Criminal Court,” 11.
58 Ibid., 14.
59 Rome Statute, Article, 12(3).
62 Rome Statute, Article 17(1)(a)-(c).
64 Rome Statute, Article 17(1)(d). For an analysis of the court’s case law regarding the gravity requirement, see: Ingrid Mitgutsch, “(In)sufficient Gravity of Cases before the International Criminal Court,” Volkerrechtsblog, July 12, 2022, https://voelkerrechtsblog.org/in-sufficient-gravity-of-cases-before-the-international-criminal-court/.
proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt. Every defendant is entitled to a public hearing, conducted impartially. The Rome Statute enumerates specific minimum guarantees to which defendants are entitled, including, among others, the right to be informed of the charges, the right to have legal assistance, adequate time and facilities to prepare a defense, the right to communicate freely with counsel, the right to be tried without undue delay, the right to examine witnesses, the right not to be compelled to testify or to confess guilt, and the right to remain silent.

Defense counsel, who must be qualified to practice at the ICC, are independent externally appointed counsel and, as such, not staff of the court.

The IRI’s Relationship with the ICC

The IRI is not a state party to the Rome Statute, although it is a signatory. As such, the ICC does not have jurisdiction over crimes committed on the territory of Iran unless they are committed by the nationals of a state party. Nor does the ICC have jurisdiction over Iranian nationals unless they commit crimes on the territory of a state party, or where a state has accepted the court’s jurisdiction over alleged crimes committed on its territory, or within the context of a situation referred to the court by the UN Security Council. Nonetheless, the IRI routinely sends a delegation to the annual full plenary session of the Assembly of States Parties of the ICC—during which deliberations and decisions are made on the court’s core legal texts, allotted resources, and other management issues. When the IRI attends, it takes an active part in sessions.

Two communications currently before the ICC regarding crimes committed by Iranian nationals argue the court has jurisdiction because the crimes were committed on either the territory of a state party or on the territory of a nonstate party that has lodged a declaration accepting the court’s jurisdiction.

The IRI’s Role in the Syrian Conflict

On February 16, 2022, the Iran Human Rights Documentation Center submitted a request to the OTP in accordance with Article 15 of the Rome Statute to open a preliminary examination into the IRI’s role in the Syrian conflict. This is the first known request addressing the role of Iranian officials in Syria. The request alleged that perpetrators from the IRI and the IRGC are responsible for the direct commission, as well as aiding and abetting of certain crimes against the Syrian civilian population such as the crimes against humanity of deportation, persecution, and “other inhumane acts.” These crimes have forced the Syrian civilian population to flee into neighboring Jordan.

Like the IRI, Syria is not a state party to the Rome Statute. However, Jordan, where the victims were forced to flee, is a state party. Prior ICC case law clarified that the court holds jurisdiction over certain crimes when they are committed on the territory of a state party. Specifically, in 2018, the court held it had jurisdiction over crimes committed against the Rohingya people, who were forced to flee from Myanmar into Bangladesh. While Myanmar, where the crimes originated, is not a state party, Bangladesh, where the crimes were completed, is a state party.
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Shootdown of Flight PS752

On September 14, 2022, lawyers representing the Association of Families of Flight PS752 Victims submitted a request under Article 15 of the Rome Statute for the OTP to include the shootdown of Ukraine International Airlines Flight 752 (Flight PS752) by the IRGC in the existing investigation into the situation in Ukraine. On January 8, 2020, the IRGC shot down Flight PS752, a commercial airliner, killing all 176 people on board. The shootdown occurred hours after Iran fired ballistic missiles at US bases in Iraq in retaliation for the US killing of Qasem Soleimani. The submission alleged the shootdown constituted the crimes against humanity of murder and “other inhumane acts,” as well as war crimes.

Although not a state party, Ukraine has accepted the jurisdiction of the ICC over crimes committed in its territory, which includes aircraft registered to the state, like Flight PS752. Further, the OTP has clarified that jurisdiction covers situations wherein an attack is launched from the territory of a country that is not a state party onto the territory of a state over whose territory the court has jurisdiction. The first arrest warrants issued in the situation in Ukraine were against Putin and Lvova-Belova for the unlawful deportation and transfer of children concern a transnational
The allegations revolve around moving children from Ukraine, which has lodged a declaration accepting the ICC’s jurisdiction, to Russia, a country that is not a state party to the Rome Statute and has never accepted the court’s jurisdiction. The clear jurisprudence of the court supports the exercise of jurisdiction over transnational crimes, even when only the country where a crime began or the one in which it was completed has accepted its jurisdiction.

**Recommendations**

- The OTP should open a preliminary examination focusing on the role of the IRI and the IRGC in the Syrian conflict and consider any evidence on the responsibility for Rome Statute crimes of the IRI, IRGC, and groups under their control in all open preliminary examinations and investigations.

- States parties to the Rome Statute should refer situations to the court involving the commission of crimes under its jurisdiction in their territory by Iranian officials.

- Because states parties to the Rome Statute do not need a connection to Rome Statute crimes committed within their knowledge, they should refer situations to the court involving the commission of Rome Statute crimes where jurisdiction applies, such as with certain crimes in Syria involving Iran and crimes committed by the IRI on the territory of Ukraine/Flight PS752.

- States parties should cooperate with the court in investigating matters concerning Iran.

- Civil-society organizations should file Article 15 communications with the OTP when there is jurisdiction because part of the crime has been committed on the territory of a state party or of a state that has accepted the court’s jurisdiction.

- Civil-society organizations should investigate transboundary elements of crimes committed by Iranian officials to ascertain whether the ICC would have jurisdiction in assessing whether to submit information.

**International Court of Justice**

**How the ICJ Functions**

The International Court of Justice is the principal judicial organ of the United Nations, established in 1945 to settle disputes between states and issue advisory opinions on legal questions submitted to it by UN organs and agencies. The ICJ comprises fifteen judges, each from a different nationality, who serve nine-year terms and are elected by the General Assembly and Security Council, upon nomination by UN member states. The court is supported by the registry, which assists with judicial tasks and functions as an international secretariat.

**Contentious Cases**

**Access to the ICJ**

The majority of the ICJ’s work is resolving “contentious cases” submitted by one state against another. Only states may be parties to contentious cases before the ICJ, and all parties must have consented in some way to the ICJ’s jurisdiction. All UN member states (including Iran) are entitled to appear before the ICJ and initiate cases. Countries that are not UN member states can become parties to the Statute of the ICJ on a case-by-case basis, as determined by the UN General Assembly in conjunction with the UN Security Council. In addition, states not party
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88 Note that in the Venezuela situation, for example, six states parties made a referral to the court, including Argentina, Canada, Colombia, Chile, Paraguay, and Peru, despite having no direct connection to the situation or crimes in Venezuela. See: “Statement of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Fatou Bensouda, on the Referral by a Group of Six States Parties Regarding the Situation in Venezuela.”


94 Statute of the International Court of Justice, Article 35(1); UN Charter, Article 93(1); “States Entitled to Appear before the Court,” International Court of Justice, last visited May 22, 2023, https://icj-cij.org/states-entitled-to-appear.

to the Statute of the ICJ can access the court by depositing a declaration accepting its jurisdiction with the registry.96

Subject-Matter Jurisdiction

The ICJ can hear any matter which all parties refer to it through a “special agreement.”97 The ICJ can also hear matters specially provided for in the UN Charter or in other treaties and conventions—namely, disputes regarding the interpretation, implementation, or violation of a treaty, where the treaty specifies that disputes will be submitted to the ICJ.98 These cases may be initiated unilaterally by one of the parties.99 In addition, the ICJ can hear legal disputes between states that have accepted its compulsory jurisdiction pursuant to Article 36(2) of the Statute of the Court.100 Only seventy-three states recognize the ICJ’s compulsory jurisdiction, and that list excludes numerous powerful countries like China, France, Israel, Russia, the United States, and Iran, among others.101

Accordingly, the ICJ has jurisdiction over contentious cases involving Iran when the case is referred to the court
Proceedings

Proceedings open on the date the registrar receives the special agreement or application submitting the case.

Proceedings first go through a written phase, in which parties file and exchange pleadings detailing the facts and law upon which they rely. The ICJ then holds a public hearing to hear from states’ agents, counsel, witnesses, experts, and advocates. Following the hearing, the ICJ deliberates in private and then issues a public judgment.

States may make incidental proceedings during a case, which intersperse between the normal proceedings. Incidental proceedings may include preliminary objections challenging jurisdiction or admissibility of an application, requests for the ICJ to implement provisional measures to protect rights in immediate danger, and interventions by third-party states that claim an interest in the case. States may settle or discontinue a case at any point, which will terminate proceedings at the ICJ.

Judgments

In issuing judgments, the sources of law upon which the ICJ can rely are international conventions, international custom, general principles of law, and judicial decisions and teachings of the “most highly qualified publicists of the various nations.” The ICJ decides all questions based on a majority vote, and its judgment is final and binding on parties, with no right of appeal. Because the ICJ is not a criminal court, it cannot issue criminal judgments or sentences. Instead, its judgments determine whether a state has violated a treaty or legal obligation, and order states to remedy such violations. In the event that a state does not implement a judgment, the opposing party can raise the issue at the United Nations Security Council, which could issue measures to enforce the judgment.

Advisory Proceedings

Although less common than contentious cases, the ICJ can also issue advisory opinions on questions of law submitted by the UN General Assembly, Security Council, Economic and Social Council, and Trusteeship Council, as well as sixteen specialized agencies of the UN and affiliated organizations. The General Assembly and Security Council can request advisory opinions on any legal question, while the other UN organs and agencies can request opinions only on legal questions arising within the scope of their activities. The court notifies states and organizations entitled to participate in proceedings and which may submit written statements. As in contentious cases, there is typically a stage of written proceedings, followed by oral proceedings, before the ICJ issues a judgment in a public setting. Advisory opinions are not binding, and the requesting UN organ or agency can decide what effect to
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give the opinion. However, advisory opinions are typically given substantial weight, and some instruments require advisory opinions to be given binding force.\textsuperscript{115}

**Cases Involving Iran at the ICJ**

At the time of writing, eight cases have been filed at the ICJ involving Iran, three of which remain ongoing.\textsuperscript{116} These ongoing cases will likely take years to reach the final judgment stage.

The earliest case is from 1951, when the United Kingdom filed a claim arguing that Iran violated an oil concession agreement with the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. The ICJ dismissed the case after determining it lacked jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{117} In 1979, the United States filed a claim regarding the occupation of its embassy in Tehran and the capture and holding hostage of diplomatic and consular staff. The ICJ issued provisional measures requiring Iran to release the hostages and restore the embassy to the United States, and its subsequent final judgment held that Iran violated obligations owed to the United States under conventions and needed to issue reparations.\textsuperscript{118} In 1989, Iran filed a claim against the United States regarding the warship USS Vincennes shooting down Iran Air Flight 655 the year prior, killing all 290 people on board. Iran and the United States
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\textsuperscript{117} The court lacked jurisdiction because Iran had not accepted its compulsory jurisdiction over treaties concluded prior to 1932, which was the basis of jurisdiction for the UK claim. “Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. (United Kingdom v. Iran),” International Court of Justice, last visited August 11, 2023, https://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/16.

In 2016, Iran filed a claim against the United States, arguing that the US designation of Iran as a state sponsor of terrorism—which subjects Iranian assets and interests to enforcement proceedings in the United States—violates the countries’ 1955 Treaty of Amity. The United States contested the ICJ’s jurisdiction, arguing, among other things, that blocking Iranian assets and financial institutions falls outside the scope of the treaty. However, in its 2019 judgment on preliminary objections, the ICJ rejected that US argument, finding that the argument possibly amounted to a defense under the treaty, but did not constitute a restriction on jurisdiction. The ICJ issued its final judgment in the case on March 30, 2023. The ICJ, in a markedly divided decision, found in favor of and against both parties on a number of issues. While the court’s decision allows payments to families of victims of Iranian state-sponsored terrorism to proceed, it prevents certain US efforts to widen the funding sources for these payments. Lastly, the ICJ found the United States violated several obligations under the 1955 Treaty of Amity and ordered it to compensate Iran an amount to be determined by the parties within twenty-four months.

In July 2018, Iran filed another claim against the United States, arguing that US sanctions against Iran violate the countries’ 1955 Treaty of Amity. The United States again contested jurisdiction, and the ICJ again held that it has jurisdiction under the treaty. The ICJ also issued provisional measures in October 2018, requiring the United States to lift sanctions blocking the free trade of medicine, food, and spare parts for civilian aviation. After the ICJ announced its provisional measures, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced that the United States was terminating the 1955 Treaty of Amity. The case remains open, with written proceedings ongoing.

In June 2023, Iran accepted the court’s compulsory jurisdiction on the narrow question of state immunities from jurisdiction and measures of constraint. The next day, it filed an application instituting proceedings against Canada on the basis that both countries had accepted the ICJ’s compulsory jurisdiction. Specifically, the application

subsequently settled the case and withdrew it from the ICJ. The Oil Platforms case, filed by Iran in 1992 against the United States, concerned the US destruction of Iranian oil platforms in the Persian Gulf. The ICJ held that the US actions did not violate the 1955 Treaty of Amity, Economic Relations and Consular Rights between Iran and the United States (the 1955 Treaty of Amity).
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argues that Canada violated its international obligations with respect to the IRI’s sovereign immunity from jurisdiction and measures of constraint, for example, orders to seize property, through various legislative, executive, and judicial actions taken against the IRI and its state property since 2012. At the time of writing, there has been no response from Canada.

The latest case involving the IRI was initiated by the governments of Canada, Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom on July 5, 2023, concerning the IRI’s shooting down of Flight PS752 in January 2020. The application bases the ICJ’s jurisdiction on Article 14 of the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation (the Montreal Convention). This claim could resemble the Aerial Incident of 3 July 1988 case at the ICJ, which Iran filed against the United States after a US warship shot down an Iran Air passenger flight.

The ICJ has jurisdiction over the PS752 incident because shooting down a passenger airplane violates the Montreal Convention, which allows for disputes to be submitted to the ICJ only after the parties to the dispute have attempted to settle through negotiation and arbitration. In June 2021, Canada, Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom delivered a notice of claim to the IRI, formally initiating negotiations. The countries made repeated attempts to engage with the IRI in negotiations, after which the IRI notified them in December 2021 that it unequivocally refused to engage. In December 2022, Canada, Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom requested that the IRI submit to binding arbitration regarding the PS752 incident, fulfilling a second requirement under the Montreal Convention. If, after six months, the states have not agreed on terms for organizing independent arbitration to resolve the dispute, any of the states can refer the dispute to the ICJ.

Because the IRI failed to engage with the countries to settle the dispute through arbitration by June 28, 2023, Canada, Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom have now filed a case against the IRI at the ICJ, for violation of the Montreal Convention in shooting down Flight PS752, as they announced they would.

**Potential New Cases Involving Iran at the ICJ**

The ICJ could litigate additional cases filed by or against Iran, based on violations of treaties subject to the ICJ’s jurisdiction or that fall within the scope of the IRI’s narrow acceptance of the court’s compulsory jurisdiction on questions relating to state immunities from jurisdiction and measures of constraint. The ICJ could also issue advisory opinions that may relate to Iran.

**The IRI’s Acceptance of the ICJ’s Compulsory Jurisdiction**

As noted above, the IRI accepted the ICJ’s compulsory jurisdiction on June 26, 2023. Its declaration of acceptance is extremely narrow, limited exclusively to questions of state immunities from jurisdiction and from measures of constraint. In practice, this means it can only have proceedings instituted against it on this basis, relating to questions of state immunities from cases brought against a state in foreign courts or measures to place restrictions on property registered to a state on the territory of another, like asset seizures to fulfill judgments issued by foreign courts. In addition to the narrow scope for which the IRI accepts the ICJ’s compulsory jurisdiction, its declaration of acceptance excludes any matters the IRI deems to be domestic questions, and matters relating to states the IRI does not recognize.
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Iran is party to a handful of treaties that require disputes to be settled by the ICJ, including, but not limited to: the Convention on International Civil Aviation (the Chicago Convention); the Montreal Convention; the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide; the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; the Convention against Discrimination in Education; the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees; the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations; and the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents. Any dispute regarding Iran’s obligations under these treaties, and arising after Iran’s ratification of the treaty, could be submitted to the ICJ by a party to the same treaty.

There are many other treaties that include an ICJ dispute-resolution clause, but which Iran has not ratified, including the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. In addition, although Iran ratified the International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages in 2006, it included a reservation specifying that it “does not consider itself bound by” Article 16(1), which refers disputes to the ICJ. Accordingly, although these treaties allow for disputes to be submitted to the ICJ, they could not result in a case by or against Iran.

The 1955 Treaty of Amity, Economic Relations and Consular Rights between Iran and the United States—which is the basis for half the claims involving Iran at the ICJ—is also no longer a valid jurisdictional base for the ICJ. As noted above, the United States announced and formally notified Iran of its intent to terminate the treaty on October 3, 2018. By the terms of the treaty, that termination became effective one year later. Accordingly, no new claims can be filed against or by Iran under the 1955 Treaty of Amity.

### Cases That Could be Filed against the IRI at the ICJ

A case could be filed against the IRI under its recent acceptance of the ICJ’s compulsory jurisdiction. However, as noted above, the IRI’s declaration is extremely narrow; only cases alleging it has violated its legal obligations with respect to state immunities from jurisdiction or measures of constraint could be brought under this basis. Further, the reservations the IRI made to its declaration regarding domestic matters and states it does not recognize would need to be considered, as the IRI deems such issues outside the scope of its acceptance. While this basis is available, any case brought against the IRI is more likely to be brought under a treaty basis, as in the examples below.

Although there is no public indication that such a case is in the works, the IRI could face claims at the ICJ regarding discrimination against ethnic minorities, brought under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination or the Convention against Discrimination in Education. These claims could be based on the IRI’s targeting, arrest, and execution of ethnic minorities, in particular civil-society activists; forced relocation of Arabs and Baluchis and demographic change of Arab-and Baluchi-inhabited regions; discrimination in housing conditions and employment opportunities for ethnic minorities; prohibition against the use of non-Persian languages in schools and the media; and restricted educational opportunities for those not practicing Islam, Christianity, Judaism, or Zoroastrianism, among other acts. Any state party to these conventions that seeks to defend the rights of Iran’s ethnic and religious minorities could request negotiations.
with the IRI, and subsequently submit the dispute to the ICJ if negotiations do not resolve the issues. 149

The ICJ observed in *The Gambia v. Myanmar* case that, for a treaty like the Genocide Convention, all states parties have a “common interest” in compliance with its obligations. 150 A similar interpretation could apply to treaties that the IRI has ratified, like the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination or the Convention against Discrimination in Education. Such treaties also concern obligations to the international community as a whole, and implicate a common interest in ensuring compliance by, at a minimum, all states that have ratified them. Any other state that is party to these, or any of the treaties identified in the prior section, could bring a case against the IRI at the ICJ if they believe the IRI has violated its legal obligations under the relevant treaty.

**Cases the IRI Could File at the ICJ**

The IRI could also file claims at the ICJ against other states under the aforementioned treaties or under its recent declaration accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of the court, though only as relates to state immunities. The IRI has threatened to file a claim against the United States for its treatment of Iranian diplomats, including denying visas to some of its representatives to the United Nations in New York and restricting the travel of those who are issued visas. 151 The IRI could argue that US treatment of its UN diplomats violates the Convention on the Privileges
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and Immunities of the United Nations, which requires that UN representatives be granted privileges, immunities, and facilities, and be exempt from immigration restrictions.  

Advisory Opinions Related to Iran at the ICJ

UN organs and agencies could also request advisory opinions from the ICJ related to issues with the IRI. Interesting legal questions involving the IRI, which could be appropriate for advisory opinions, include: the legality of the IRI’s method of proxy warfare in Syria; the legality of the US assassination of Qasem Soleimani; the legality of Israeli killings of Iranian nuclear scientists; and the legality of the IRI’s actions targeting protesters, such as criminalizing speech and issuing death sentences for minor offenses. However, the likelihood of a UN organ or agency requesting advisory opinions on any of these matters is low, both for political reasons and because advisory opinions are not often requested.

Recommendations

■ To support the joint application filed by Canada, Sweden, Ukraine, and the United Kingdom on July 5, 2023, instituting proceedings under the 1971 Montreal Convention at the ICJ against the IRI for the Flight PS752 shootdown, other interested states should file an Article 63 declaration of intervention. This is similar to what has been done, on an unprecedented scale, in support of Ukraine in Ukraine v. Russia. Currently, there are 188 parties to the Montreal Convention. Any of these could file a declaration of intervention to submit their views on the interpretation of any provisions of the convention at issue in the case.

■ Following the precedent set by The Gambia in The Gambia v. Myanmar, where the ICJ confirmed that, for a treaty like the Genocide Convention, all states parties have a common interest in compliance with its obligations, states parties to conventions like the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination or the Convention against Discrimination in Education could initiate proceedings over violations of obligations owed by the IRI under these and other applicable conventions.

154 A record thirty-three states intervened in Allegations of Genocide under the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Ukraine v. Russia) before the ICJ, the highest number of interventions in the court’s history. See: Wigard, et al., “Keeping Scars.”
156 Statute of the International Court of Justice, Article 63 (“1. Whenever the construction of a convention to which states other than those concerned in the case are parties is in question, the Registrar shall notify all such states forthwith. 2. Every state so notified has the right to intervene in the proceedings; but if it uses this right, the construction given by the judgment will be equally binding upon it.”).
PTs are unofficial courts, convened by civil society, which hold hearings related to specific events or issues. There have already been two separate IPTs related to Iran—one concerning the killing of thousands of political prisoners in Iran’s prisons in the 1980s, and one concerning the IRI’s brutal response during the November 2019 protests. These constitute an important source of evidence and testimony, some of which have later been used in domestic prosecutions like the Hamid Noury trial in Sweden. Given the latest wave of violence and impunity for the IRI, a new IPT could serve an important role in documenting, preserving, and analyzing the regime’s role in the gross human rights violations committed since September 2022.

Overview

IPTs have no official judicial power granted by states. They gain their legitimacy from what is referred to as “a ‘residual responsibility’ [...] to respond to unanswered calls for action.” As IPTs have no official judicial power, they cannot, for example, compel witnesses to testify or order arrests or compensation, although they may recommend further actions. Instead, they are used to give voices to victims and survivors, to generate public awareness and attention, and to establish facts and gather and preserve evidence that may then be used in later criminal or civil cases. Because there are no official guidelines for such tribunals, they are free to decide on the setup of the hearings for themselves, depending on their objectives. This can lead to considerable variation among the tribunals—for example, as to whether a defense is heard and whether the findings determine state or individual responsibility.

Despite the differences, IPTs tend to follow the same general format. Typically, a group of international lawyers serve as the prosecution and lay their case before a panel of international law experts serving as judges. The panel also hears testimony from witnesses and subject-matter experts. Frequently, the offending countries or individuals will be invited to offer a defense. After the close

163 For example, compare: “Frequently Asked Questions,” People’s Tribunal on the Murder of Journalists, last visited September 26, 2022, https://ptmurderofjournalists.org/faq/ (noting that the accused states were invited to participate and, if they did not appear, a defense was appointed ex officio) and “Aban Tribunal Fact Sheet,” Aban Tribunal, last visited September 26, 2022, https://abantribunal.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Aban-Tribunal-Fact-Sheet.pdf (noting that the defendants were invited to attend and present a defense but declined); compare: “Final Stage Closing Report,” Iran Tribunal, March 17, 2013, https://irantribunal.com/sessions/final-session/final-stage-closing-report/ (finding state responsibility) and “Transcript of Oral Judgment” (finding both state and individual responsibility).
of the hearing, the panel makes a judgment, which is released as a report along with recommendations.\textsuperscript{167}

IPTs developed from the 1966 Russell Tribunal, an “opinion” tribunal developed by philosopher Bertrand Russell, which held the US government accountable for war crimes committed in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{168} Jean-Paul Sartre and other “internationally recognized academics, scientists, lawyers, former heads of state and peace activists” served as judges over two sessions.\textsuperscript{169} They heard from victims and experts, such as weapons experts, and conducted fact-finding trips to Vietnam.\textsuperscript{170} The panel found the US government and its allies that actively participated in the war (Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, Thailand, the Philippines, and Japan) guilty of all charges, including genocide.\textsuperscript{171} The tribunal was credited with bolstering the antirwater movement, along with opposition to colonialism and imperialism.\textsuperscript{172} Italian politician Lelio Basso, along with the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, went on to establish a second Russell Tribunal focused on human rights abuses in Latin America, which held three sessions from 1974 to 1976.\textsuperscript{173}

Basso then established a Permanent Peoples’ Tribunal (PPT) in Bologna, Italy, in 1979.\textsuperscript{174} Basso and others had hosted a conference in Algiers in 1976, which resulted in the creation of the Universal Declaration of the Rights of People (“Algiers Charter”) on which the PPT’s activities are based.\textsuperscript{175} The PPT has hosted fifty-one sessions as of May 2023, and set up its first Opinion Tribunal on Myanmar in November 2019. Several IPTs have also been established in the tradition of the Russell Tribunals, including the Russell Tribunals on Human Rights in Psychiatry, on Palestine, on Iraq, on Eastern Ukraine, and on Kashmir.\textsuperscript{177} Other notable examples of ad hoc people’s tribunals include the People’s Tribunal on the Murder of Journalists, the Court: a People’s Tribunal of the Citizens of the World (the Ukraine Tribunal), Independent Tribunal into Forced Organ Harvesting from Prisoners of Conscience in China; the Indian People’s Tribunal; the International People’s Tribunal on Human Rights and Justice in Indian-Administered Kashmir; the Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery; the International People’s Tribunal 1965; and the World Tribunal on Iraq.\textsuperscript{178}

**IPTs on Iran**

There have been two people’s tribunals for Iran: the Iran Tribunal, which covered the killings of thousands of political prisoners in Iran’s jails in the 1980s, and the Aban Tribunal, which covered the violent state crackdown on the November 2019 protests in Iran.


\textsuperscript{169} Foster, “Did America Commit War Crimes in Vietnam?”

\textsuperscript{170} Ibid.


For the Iran Tribunal, a group of family members of those executed in the 1980s formed a campaign in September 2007 to investigate the killings, which led to the formation of the tribunal. While it was based on the model of the Russell Tribunal, the Russell Tribunal itself declined to be involved. The Iran Tribunal first held a truth commission at Amnesty International’s Human Rights Action Centre in London in June 2012, collecting witness statements and publishing its findings online. The Iran Tribunal then held hearings at the Peace Palace in the Hague in October 2012. The IRI was invited to attend by means of a letter dated September 12, 2012, and sent to its then ambassador in The Hague, but the IRI did not acknowledge the letter.

The Iran Tribunal ultimately found the IRI guilty of gross violations of human rights against its citizens, and accountable for the commission of crimes against humanity. The evidence from the final judgment was later used by Swedish prosecutors when indicting Hamid Noury, who was a deputy prosecutor during the 1988 massacre, in the first-ever
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universal jurisdiction case against a representative of the IRI for core international crimes.\textsuperscript{185}

In 2020, three NGOs (Justice for Iran, Iran Human Rights, and Ensemble Contre la Peine de Mort) established the Aban Tribunal.\textsuperscript{186} The tribunal consisted of two lawyers serving as co-counsel, who laid out evidence against 160 Iranian officials alleged to be involved in crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{187} While the accused officials were invited to present their defenses, none participated.\textsuperscript{188} A panel of six lawyers served as judges and issued their final judgment in November 2022.\textsuperscript{189} The panel came to the “inescapable conclusion” that the IRI devised a “criminal plan/strategy calculated to brutally punish and deter all those who participated in or supported the protests together with members of their families.”\textsuperscript{190} The panel also found that the supreme leader, the president and the Supreme National Security Council were all implicated in the criminal plan and resulting violence.\textsuperscript{191}

**Recommendations**

- Civil society must continue to convene IPTs for situations in which justice is lacking and victims have not been heard, coordinating among the tribunals where appropriate.

- IPTs must engage in best practices to protect victims and to ensure that the evidence gathered can be used in subsequent proceedings, for example by using trauma-informed interviewing techniques, by following best practices for the collection and preservation of evidence, and by mandating that a defense is presented.

- States should engage and cooperate with IPTs, including states being examined by the IPTs.

- IPTs must also ensure that due process and fair-trial rights are respected, especially when the accused do not appear or participate.

- The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, and other relevant UN bodies and interested parties, should work to develop a convention with guidelines for IPTs, in order to encourage and standardize their use, ensuring that victims are protected and that evidence can be preserved and used in other contexts.

- Jurisdictions—including both domestic and international jurisdictions—must investigate crimes raised in IPTs, and should use the evidence gathered during the hearings where they are able and where it is appropriate.

- The UN must support IPTs and engage with them to further their work in accountability—for example, by issuing reports from Special Rapporteurs on the relevant subjects.

- All subjects of IPT recommendations must implement the recommended actions where they are able.


\textsuperscript{187} “About Us,” Iran Atrocities Aban Tribunal.


\textsuperscript{190} “Judgment,” International People’s Tribunal on Iran’s Atrocities, paragraph 48.

\textsuperscript{191} Ibid., paragraphs 50–61.
United Nations Mechanisms

The IRI has ratified few human rights treaties, and has accepted even fewer complaint protocols and procedures under the international treaties it has signed, and the jurisdiction international tribunals can exercise over it is limited to specific circumstances. However, it is a UN member state and actively engages with other states within the UN system, routinely, and controversially, holding office in different committees and bodies. Under these circumstances, sometimes only a UN mechanism is competent to examine human rights violations and international crimes committed by the IRI. Given the unique role in pursuing truth and accountability UN mechanisms have with respect to the IRI, this section will cover several relevant avenues under the UN system: the Human Rights Council, Special Rapporteurs, the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, investigative bodies, and mechanisms, as well as the Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Human Rights Council

On March 15, 2006, the UN General Assembly adopted Resolution 60/251, to create the Human Rights Council (HRC) as one of its subsidiary organs. The HRC replaced the Commission on Human Rights (CHR), which fell under the Economic and Social Council. Under Resolution 60/251, the HRC was tasked with “assuming, reviewing and, where necessary, improving and rationaliz[ing] all mandates, mechanisms and responsibilities” of the CHR. The resolution also included a non-exhaustive list of the HRC’s other mandated tasks, such as making recommendations for “the further development of international law in the field of human rights” and undertaking a “universal periodic review” of each state.

In 2007, the HRC adopted Resolution 5/1 on institution building, laying out the HRC’s agenda, framework, methods of work, and other details. It also established the Advisory Committee, consisting of eighteen experts serving as a think tank for the HRC; the Complaint Procedure, through which Working Groups review alleged human rights violations and bring “consistent patterns of gross and reliably attested violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms” to the HRC’s attention; and the Special Procedures, a roster of human rights experts who “report and advise on human rights from a thematic or country-specific perspective.” Finally, it established the Universal Periodic Review to evaluate each country’s adherence to human rights standards.

The HRC consists of forty-seven member states, which the UN General Assembly elects, taking into account candidate states’ “contribution to the promotion and protection of human rights, as well as their voluntary pledges and commitments in this regard.” There is “equitable geographical distribution” among the seats, with thirteen seats each for African states and Asia-Pacific states; eight seats for Latin American and Caribbean states; seven seats for Western European states and states not otherwise covered; and six seats for Eastern European states. Each member serves for a three-year period, and has “a responsibility to uphold high human rights standards.”
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The HRC has been credited with major successes, including the “strength and influence” of the Special Procedures and contributions to accountability efforts, as well as challenges including bloc voting and inadequate attention to certain situations. It has also faced particular criticism for the membership of states known to be complicit in human rights abuses. For example, certain states and organizations have expressed concern and disappointment with the announcement that the Iranian ambassador to the UN in Geneva will head the HRC Social Forum in November 2023. While a two-thirds vote in the General Assembly can suspend a country from the HRC for the commission of “gross and systematic violations of human rights,” it has only happened twice (with Libya in 2011 and Russia in 2022), despite past and current membership that includes Venezuela, China, Eritrea, Cuba, Bangladesh, and Vietnam.

---


Universal Periodic Review

The UPR is a process through which the human rights records of all UN member states are scrutinized according to a rotating schedule of cycles, each of which consists of a four-and-half-year period, with forty-eight states reviewed per year. The fourth cycle will last from 2022–2027. The UPR Working Group, consisting of the forty-seven members of the HRC, conducts the reviews, and three states (the “troika”) serve as rapporteurs. The reviews examine information provided by the state under review; information from other UN experts and entities, such as those under the Special Procedures; and information from other stakeholders, such as human rights organizations. During a UPR Working Group meeting, UN member states can engage in dialogue with the state under review. The troika then prepares an outcome report, which is adopted during a Working Group session. The report is then adopted at an HRC plenary session, at which time the state under review can also respond to issues, questions, and recommendations and member states, observer states, and other stakeholders can voice their opinions on the outcomes.

The UPR guarantees that every state is routinely subjected to close examination and discussion. This eliminates the possibility of one frequent tactic used by states such as China and Russia to block the UN from addressing their human rights records: using their sway (and Security Council veto power) to block votes, thereby preventing the use of tools such as HRC debates and referrals of situations to the ICC. However, the UPR has struggled with implementation, and many states have inadequately addressed and responded to the recommendations they received. The HRC is addressing this through, among other things, a Voluntary Fund for Implementation established in 2007 and additional tools developed by the Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights to help with implementation during the third cycle and dedicating the fourth cycle to “enhanced implementation and follow up.”

Iran and the UPR

Iran’s prior reviews under the UPR took place in February 2010, October 2014, and November 2019. Its review during the fourth cycle is expected to take place during the HRC’s forty-eighth session, from January to February 2025. The tentative deadline for civil-society organizations and other UN entities to send stakeholder submissions is June 27, 2024. The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) has already published guidelines for civil-society organizations wishing to make stakeholder submissions in the fourth cycle.

In each of its three reviews so far, Iran has engaged with the process, and submitted both a country report and
responses to the outcomes. However, each time it had a significant number of recommendations and rejected a high proportion of them. Across the three cycles, Iran has received 808 recommendations, only 396 of which it accepted in full. Iran has further failed to implement the accepted recommendations. In 2019, Amnesty International found that Iran made progress on a "small number" of recommendations from the second cycle,
“failed to make progress on others,” and took “regressive steps with regards to some.” Even in one instance of a positive development—during the second cycle, the first acknowledgment by the Islamic Republic of Iran of the torture and ill-treatment of the LGBTQIA+ community—the government only accepted some of the relevant recommendations and did not implement others, and by the third cycle, Iran remained “an extremely hostile and dangerous environment for LGBT individuals and activists.”

**Recommendations**

**Human Rights Council Membership and Leadership Positions**

- HRC member states must decline to vote for membership of states that do not meet the HRC’s requirements for upholding human rights. Recognizing that most states have imperfect human rights records, this exclusionary standard should apply to member states that are extreme outliers in committing atrocity crimes and gross human rights violations. When member states commit such violations in a sustained and unrepentant manner, the General Assembly must vote to remove them. Such states should not hold leadership positions at a UN body whose mission is to promote and protect human rights around the world.

- HRC member states must take a more proactive role during the nomination and appointment process to bodies under the HRC umbrella, like the Social Forum, to avoid appointing the representatives of states responsible for grave human rights violations to leadership roles.

**Universal Periodic Review**

- Civil-society organizations should send stakeholder submissions for the fourth cycle of the UPR concerning Iran before June 27, 2024.

- The HRC must continue to prioritize the implementation of recommendations, and should consider, for example, publishing regularly updated and detailed monitoring information.

- Stakeholders, including both member states and external organizations, must continue to give careful attention to the information they provide ahead of each state’s review, to ensure that all relevant information is available. They must also ensure that they continue to urge states to accept the recommendations of their reviews, even in the years following.

- During its review in the fourth cycle, the IRI must commit to accepting all recommendations and fully implement those recommendations immediately afterward. In the preceding years, it should implement any remaining recommendations from the third cycle, including recommendations it previously rejected.

**Special Rapporteurs**

Special Rapporteurs are independent human rights experts who work under the Special Procedures of the HRC, alongside Working Groups and Independent Experts. They are tasked with reporting and advising on certain topics, either thematic or country-specific ones. These positions are unpaid, and consist of three-year terms that can be “reconducted” for another three years. While each Special Procedure has its own mandate, they are generally responsible for engaging in country visits, sending communications to countries or others regarding specific cases, and engaging in advocacy, often through public reports. Special Rapporteurs frequently collaborate with one another and with others under the Special Procedures—for example, on communications, on reports, and on public responses to crises.

During country visits, Special Rapporteurs assess the human rights situation of that country on the ground,

---
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focusing on the issues affecting their mandate. This can involve meetings with authorities, civil-society organizations, UN and other intergovernmental agencies, the press, and any human rights victims. After the visit, the Special Rapporteurs publish their findings, conclusions, and recommendations in a report to the HRC. In communications—which are often sent to governments, but may also be sent to intergovernmental organizations, private companies, or others—Special Rapporteurs respond to reported allegations of past, ongoing, or potential human rights violations. These letters explain the allegations and ask for clarification, adding recommendations where necessary and reminding the receiving party of its obligations. Finally, Special Rapporteurs use their platform to raise public awareness of issues, including through public statements and engagement with partners, but also through preparing thematic studies; developing human rights standards and guidelines; participating in conferences and other events; and consulting with other actors.

Special Rapporteurs are credited with impacts such as the development and shaping of international human rights norms and the elevation of victims’ and survivors’ voices. However, there are ongoing concerns about how certain states’ failures to cooperate can hinder Special Rapporteurs’ effectiveness by refusing to implement their recommendations. While this is not generally considered to make their roles less necessary—including those of country-specific mandates for noncooperative states—it limits the impact that these mandates could otherwise have.

### Iran and Special Rapporteurs

On March 24, 2011, the HRC adopted Resolution 16/9 to establish a Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran (“Special Rapporteur on Iran”). Previously, a Special Representative had been established in 1984 under Resolution 1984/54, but in 2002 the UN Commission on Human Rights declined to renew the position. The most recent mandate holder as of the time of writing of this report, Javad Rehman, was appointed on July 6, 2018. While the Special Rapporteur on Iran is focused exclusively on all relevant human rights situations in Iran, many thematic Special Rapporteurs have mandates that overlap. In situations in Iran where a thematic mandate is implicated, that Special Rapporteur will often sign onto any relevant communications or press statements.

After the IRI’s brutal response to the protests sparked by Amini’s death became evident, Special Rapporteur
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For example, Special Rapporteurs who have signed onto communications to Iran include, inter alia, those in the field of cultural rights; on extrajudicial summary or arbitrary executions; on freedom of religion or belief; on minority issues; on human rights of migrants; on independence of judges and lawyers; on the issue of human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy, and sustainable environment; on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism; on the right to freedom of opinion and expression; on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation, and guarantees of non-recurrence; on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health; on the right to education; on the right to privacy; on the rights of persons with disabilities; on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and association; on the situation of human rights defenders; on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; on violence against women, its causes and consequences; on the right to food; on the right to adequate housing; on the rights to water and sanitation; and on contemporary forms of racism. “Communication Search,” United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, last visited January 17, 2023, https://spcomreportsohchr.org/TmSearch/TMDocuments. See also: “Iran: UN Experts Condemn Execution of Protests, Raise Alarm about Detained Artists.”
Rehman publicly called for the establishment of an independent investigative mechanism to examine all human rights violations in Iran that led up to her death, and that have occurred since. He highlighted the “chronic impunity and lack of redress for previous violations” in the country. In March 2023, at the fifty-second session of the HRC, the Special Rapporteur presented his latest report on the situation of human rights in the IRI. In the report, he noted that more than 520 people have been killed in the context of the current protests, including seventy-one children, and that hundreds of protesters have been severely injured, like the dozens of protesters who have been blinded or lost their eyes from direct shots to the head. He urged that the responsibility of senior IRI officials for instigating this violence not be ignored. On the nature of the violations as a whole, the Special Rapporteur explained that the “scale and gravity of the violations committed by Iranian authorities, especially since the death of Ms Amini, points to the possible commission of international crimes, notably the crimes against humanity of murder, imprisonment, enforced disappearances, torture, rape and sexual violence, and persecution.” Iran’s response to the report at the session was to accuse other states of abusing human rights mechanisms, and the Special Rapporteur of
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disregarding his mandate and of lacking impartiality, calling his report a “tragic novel.”

The government of Iran has not been fully uncooperative. It has responded to more than half of the communications it received between December 2010 and December 2022, and issued a standing invitation for country visits on July 24, 2002. However, only a handful of Special Rapporteurs have visited since 2002, and only one since 2005. At least nine mandates have unsuccessfully requested a visit, and the country-specific Special Rapporteur’s requests to visit have been repeatedly denied. The Special Rapporteur on Iran has instead visited a handful of European and North American countries to conduct interviews for fact-finding purposes. However, in May 2022, Iran allowed the Special Rapporteur on the negative impact of unilateral coercive measures on the enjoyment of human rights to visit, marking the first country visit since 2005. The trip—the groundwork for which was reportedly “laid by a private law firm close to the Iranian regime”—was to assess the impact of external sanctions on human rights in Iran, rather than actions taken by the Iranian government. It further sparked controversy over concerns that the Iranian government would only allow the Special Rapporteur to meet certain “state-approved organizations and individuals,” and would use the findings to deflect from its own actions.  

**Recommendations**

- While it is imperative that Special Rapporteurs maintain their independence, the United Nations must ensure that each mandate is properly staffed and funded so that it is able to robustly carry out its duties, particularly when faced with challenging situations and noncooperative governments.
- The government of the IRI must cooperate with Special Rapporteurs, including by immediately allowing all who are requesting country visits to undertake them. Special Rapporteurs, in turn, must devote adequate time and energy to situations in Iran, despite the ongoing lack of cooperation.
- Special Rapporteurs should continue to collaborate with one another along with other relevant bodies, including, inter alia, the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Working Group on Enforced Disappearances, and the Independent Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran, to ensure that they are unified on messaging, to avoid the duplication of efforts, and to lend their expertise wherever possible.
- Special Rapporteurs should continue to shed light on human rights violations in Iran as much as possible.

---
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by publishing relevant reports, but also through concerted efforts to speak out against new developments and a sustained media presence on the overall situation.

**Working Group on Arbitrary Detention**

**Overview**

WGAD was established in 1991 by the former Commission on Human Rights. While it is under the Special Procedures umbrella, its founding resolution tasks it with the functions of both Special Procedures experts and treaty bodies. This means that, on top of issuing communications and engaging in country visits as an expert body, it also issues deliberations (akin to treaty bodies’ General Comments), investigates individual cases, and issues opinions on its case findings. It is the only non-treaty body tasked as such.

Because international instruments have never clearly defined “arbitrary detention,” the WGAD defined the term itself in Resolution 1997/50 to mean a deprivation of liberty that is contrary to international provisions laid out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and other relevant treaties. It then developed criteria drawing from provisions in the UDHR, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment. These criteria divide arbitrary detentions into five categories, which the WGAD then uses to classify cases it finds to be arbitrary.

When investigating individual cases, the WGAD relies on a five-stage adversarial process that invites information from the relevant state, as well as additional information from the original source in response to anything the government submits. In part because of this adversarial process, the resulting opinions are considered legally binding under international human rights law, and are recognized as authoritative by judicial institutions such as the European Court of Human Rights. The WGAD also has an urgent appeal procedure for cases in which there are credible allegations that someone is arbitrarily detained and the continued detention poses a threat to the person’s health or life. In urgent appeals, the WGAD sends a letter to the concerned state through diplomatic channels, requesting that the detained person’s fundamental rights, including the right not to be arbitrarily detained, be respected. These appeals are sent on humanitarian grounds, and are not a judgment on whether the deprivation of liberty is, in fact, an arbitrary detention. While urgent appeals are initially confidential, they are all automatically made public once sixty days have elapsed.

The WGAD does not have a formal enforcement mechanism. When the WGAD finds a case to constitute an arbitrary detention, it offers recommendations to the government. It also requests information on the steps the government

---
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has taken within six months. Further, governments are expected to inform the WGAD about follow-up actions taken on these recommendations. The WGAD keeps the HRC informed of progress on cases of arbitrary detention. It also informs the HRC of any difficulties in the implementation of its recommendations as well as, notably, failure by concerned states to take action. The WGAD has also escalated situations through other means, for example within the UN by referring cases to other UN experts and externally by filing an amicus curiae brief with the Federal High Court of Nigeria. Its documents also serve as credible evidence in support of cases at other venues, particularly regional human rights courts and domestic courts. These documents also serve to bolster advocacy campaigns.
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Iran and the WGAD

With respect to Iran, the WGAD has already issued forty-eight opinions related to the detention of 120 individuals. The Iranian government has only responded in the following fourteen cases, denoted by the final WGAD opinion numbers: 30/2001; 8/2003; 14/2006; 19/2006; 26/2006; 4/2008; 20/2011; 21/2011; 58/2011; 2/2016; 52/2018; 33/2019; 83/2020; 29/2021. The IRI also submitted a response with respect to WGAD Opinion 9/2017, but this was submitted past the deadline, so the WGAD did not have to treat it as it does government responses submitted in a timely manner, though it was permitted to consider the response. The full text of all of these opinions may be retrieved by the opinion number on the WGAD Database.

In the forty-eight opinions, including for the individuals who were the subject of multiple opinions, the WGAD found forty-one Category III violations, thirty-six Category II violations, twenty-one Category I violations, and sixteen Category V violations. These totals were calculated by the authors from the data exported from the WGAD Database.

To calculate the total number of opinions and people concerned, the authors visited the WGAD Database, set the date range to cover the period from the creation of the WGAD to the time of writing of this report, May 2023, selected “Iran (Islamic Republic of)” under “State/Entity” and clicked the “Search” button. The data were then exported to an Excel file, where the final calculations were carried out. Please note that two individuals were the subject of multiple opinions. The final number of individuals has been adjusted to reflect that.

The IRI responded in a timely manner in the following fourteen cases, denoted by the final WGAD opinion numbers: 30/2001; 8/2003; 14/2006; 19/2006; 26/2006; 4/2008; 20/2011; 21/2011; 58/2011; 2/2016; 52/2018; 33/2019; 83/2020; 29/2021. The IRI also submitted a response with respect to WGAD Opinion 9/2017, but this was submitted past the deadline, so the WGAD did not have to treat it as it does government responses submitted in a timely manner, though it was permitted to consider the response. The full text of all of these opinions may be retrieved by the opinion number on the WGAD Database.

Beyond the individual cases, the WGAD has been a signatory on 153 communications to Iran—more than any other country. The WGAD also visited Iran in 2003 and reported in 2005 that Iran had implemented some of its
releases. Notably, at least thirteen detainees were later re-arrested or issued a travel ban, and at least another ten remain in custody. However, the opinions, and especially the WGAD’s identification of ongoing patterns, can serve to bolster other judicial processes. They have been released, though it cannot be determined how and why the WGAD opinions played a role in these releases.
already been used, *inter alia*, by an expert witness in a US civil case against Iran to establish Iran’s practice of hostage taking, by a British NGO as evidence of the need for targeted human rights sanctions, by a UK politician to push for international action, and by an Iranian-British dual national formerly held hostage in Iran in his evidence before the UK Foreign Affairs Select Committee Inquiry into the handling of state-level hostage situations. The WGAD should establish protocol to address instances in which countries are repeatedly uncooperative in providing information, in implementing recommendations, and in allowing country visits. To further incentivize cooperation, the WGAD should work with NGOs to track the status and outcomes of cases. The WGAD should continue to invest in its publicly accessible database, clean the data to make them easier to sort and filter—allowing for more comprehensive data analysis—and track additional categories such as whether individuals have been released or outcome of cases.

**Recommendations**

- Those submitting allegations should highlight how cases relate to and support previous WGAD findings on ongoing patterns, as well as unique details, particularly as they relate to new or emerging patterns.
- Those submitting legal documents should take care to note the WGAD’s findings, and use them as supporting evidence in other legal submissions.
- Where the WGAD identifies patterns such as potential crimes against humanity in a specific country or novel forms of arbitrary detention, it should raise the issue in a separate report, and identify ways within its mandate to escalate the issue beyond the UN experts.
- The WGAD should establish a clear and consistent protocol for addressing reports of noncompliance with recommendations within the WGAD’s determinations.

**Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances**

**Overview**

The Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances (WGEID) was established by the former UN Human Rights Commission in 1980 to deal with questions of enforced or involuntary disappearances. It has five members, all of whom are Independent Experts and appointed according to balanced geographical representation. The WGEID is competent to handle questions of enforced or involuntary disappearances with respect to all UN member states. According to the WGEID, while there is a definition of the crime of enforced disappearance in the 1992 Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, states are not obligated to adopt it.
exactly as laid out in the declaration. Instead, the WGEID clarified that, at a minimum, any definition of the crime of enforced disappearance should contain the following cumulative elements: “(a) Deprivation of liberty against the will of the person concerned; (b) Involvement of government officials, at least indirectly by acquiescence; (c) Refusal to disclose the fate and whereabouts of the person concerned.”

The WGEID is separate from the Committee on Enforced Disappearances (CED), which was established when the ICPED entered into force in 2010. However, the two bodies collaborate, and both assist states in investigating
disappearances, supporting victims and their families, and dealing with questions of remedies and reparations. Despite the overlap in thematic activities, the CED is limited to cases of enforced disappearances that took place after the convention entered into force in 2010, and to cases relating to states that have ratified the convention. Only the WGEID is competent to handle cases outside those parameters.

One of the central tasks of the WGEID is to help families determine the whereabouts or fate of their disappeared family members and, thus, act as a bridge for communication between the families of victims of enforced or involuntary disappearance, or organizations reporting such disappearances, and the governments concerned. Its mandate has been renewed several times, with the last resolution renewing its mandate adopted by the HRC in October 2020. The WGEID performs various tasks to achieve its mandate. It receives and examines reports of disappearances submitted by family members of the disappeared persons or human rights organizations; it transmits those reports to the states concerned; it submits requests to the states concerned to carry out investigations; and it requests that the concerned states inform the group as to the investigations and follows up with the states on a periodic basis.

Beyond these tasks, the WGEID’s mandate also includes monitoring the implementation of the 1992 Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance. The WGEID can help states comply with this declaration by, among other things, providing advisory services upon request and carrying out country visits. It is important to note that country visits can only be undertaken at the invitation of a government, not on the WGEID’s own initiative, although the group can ask a state for an invitation.

**Iran and the WGEID**

The WGEID is the only UN body competent to deal with cases of enforced or involuntary disappearances in Iran, as the country has never ratified the ICPED. In its latest report to the HRC, the WGEID notes that, of the nineteen urgent appeals it submitted in its working year, one concerned the IRI. In the same period, the WGEID also submitted fifty-one joint allegation letters with other Special Procedure mandate holders, one of which concerned the IRI. Overall, the WGEID noted that there were 548 outstanding cases concerning the IRI at the beginning of its reporting period. Between 1980 and 2022, the WGEID has transmitted a total of 585 cases to the IRI, only twenty-one of which have been clarified by the government.

In this report, the WGEID once again expressed its concern about the enforced disappearances that took place in Iran in 1988, specifically over “ongoing concealment” of burial sites of victims who were executed and forcibly disappeared in that period. Additionally, it also expressed concern over reports relating to enforced disappearances of members of the Arab ethnic minority, recalling that enforced disappearances should never be used as a tool to quash dissent. It ended its observations on the IRI in this latest report by expressing its “hopes that the invitation it extended to the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 2002 may soon materialize, ideally in the course of 2023, also in light of the standing invitation extended by the Government to all thematic special procedures.”
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While the WGEID has sent numerous country visit requests and reminders, none appear to have been accepted by the IRI. 309

The WGEID’s last report was issued before the current wave of protests sparked by Amini’s death. There have been numerous reports of the IRI carrying out enforced disappearances in this period to quell the protests. 310 Cases of enforced disappearances in these protests, or any older cases, can be reported to the WGEID by relatives of the disappeared person or by an organization acting on behalf of the family with its consent. 311 It is important that the person or organization who submits the report is able to maintain communication with the WGEID throughout the process. 312 It is also important to note that the form to submit a communication to the WGEID is only available in English, French, or Spanish. 313

There are several procedures available under the WGEID for examining cases of enforced disappearances. The urgent procedure is available for cases of enforced disappearances that began within three months of the case being reported to the WGEID. It may also be available, by authorization of the chair-rapporteur, if the case relates to an enforced disappearance that began more than three months but no more than one year before it is reported.
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to the WGEID—if it is connected to a case that falls within the three-month period. Under the urgent procedure, the WGEID transmits the case to the state concerned, using the most direct and fastest channels available to it. The WGEID transmits urgent appeals to the minister of foreign affairs of the concerned state, again using the most direct and fastest means available, when it receives credible allegations regarding a person who has been arrested or otherwise deprived of their liberty and has been, or is at risk of being, forcibly disappeared. When an urgent appeal is transmitted, the WGEID requests that the government of the concerned state carry out an investigation to clarify the fate or whereabouts of the possible victim, and to inform the WGEID of the results of its investigation.

Standard procedures, in contrast to urgent procedures, are for cases of enforced disappearances reported to the WGEID three months or more after they began. These cases require the authorization of the WGEID before being transmitted to the concerned state. The case is transmitted along with a request to carry out an investigation to determine the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person or persons, and for the concerned state to inform the WGEID of the results of its investigation. Any subsequent information received by the WGEID also requires approval from the Working Group before being sent to the concerned state.

The WGEID also submits general allegations and prompt interventions. Prompt interventions relate to cases of intimidation, persecution, reprisal, or other harassment of the relatives of the disappeared person, witnesses in the case, human rights organizations involved in the case, human rights defenders, or any other individual concerned with the disappearances. Such reports are also transmitted to the minister of foreign affairs of the concerned state through the most direct and quickest means, together with an appeal from the WGEID that all necessary steps be taken to protect the fundamental rights of these individuals. General allegations, on the other hand, are a summary of all allegations received by the WGEID from relatives of disappeared persons or organizations assisting relatives, and relating to obstacles they have identified in the country’s implementation of the 1992 declaration. These states are invited by the WGEID to submit a comment in response to general allegations.

Recommendations

- Civil-society organizations should assist families of victims of enforced disappearances within the last three months to submit reports to the WGEID under the urgent procedure option and to maintain communication throughout the process.
- For enforced disappearances reported three months or more after they began, relatives of the disappeared persons, and organizations assisting them, should make use of the standard procedure.
- The WGEID should submit urgent appeals relating to all credible reports of enforced disappearances in Iran.
- The WGEID should join other mechanisms, such as the Special Rapporteur on Iran, to issue a joint communication regarding both the most recent and historical enforced disappearances in Iran.
- The WGEID should make the form to submit a report concerning an enforced disappearance available in more languages. The form only being available in English, French, or Spanish greatly limits the number of families that could make a report on their own, and forces families to seek assistance from an organization.

Investigative Bodies, Mechanisms, and the Iran Fact-Finding Mission

Commissions of Inquiry and Fact-Finding Missions

The United Nations has multiple types of bodies with a mandate to investigate violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law. The most commonly established bodies are the Commissions of Inquiry (COIs) and Fact-Finding Missions (FFMs), which conduct broad investigations of violations and issue public reports. A more recent development has been the establishment of investigative mechanisms, which conduct investigations and build case files to support criminal accountability. This section first provides an overview of

---
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these two main categories of UN investigative bodies, comparing their mandates, functions, strengths, and limitations, before it discusses UN investigative bodies relevant to Iran.

**Mandate**

COIs and FFMs are primarily established by HRC resolutions. They are temporary bodies established in response to unfolding violations of international human rights or humanitarian law. The core of COI and FFM mandates is to investigate and establish facts in relation to alleged violations, assess and analyze the facts under applicable law, determine the existence of violations, and offer recommendations. In the past two decades, COI and FFM mandates have increasingly included accountability-focused language, such as requests to identify perpetrators or issue recommendations on accountability measures. Recent mandates have also included more case-building tasks, such as collecting, consolidating, analyzing, and preserving evidence and supporting judicial and other accountability efforts. The scope of mandates will vary depending on the situation under investigation, and can range from a specific incident limited in geographic and temporal scope, to an entire country mandate over a wider range of time. mandates are typically established for 1–2 years but can be renewed, which often happens if violations are ongoing.

**Makeup**

COIs and FFMs are typically led by three members, appointed by the mandating body (typically the HRC) with input from states, NGOs, and the OHCHR. Members are selected based on their qualifications—including knowledge of country situations, language skills, and subject-matter expertise—as well as their independence, gender balance, and geographic diversity, among other factors. Once selected, the members lead the investigation, with support from staff, contractors, and consultants. Staff typically comprises investigators, analysts, lawyers, interpreters/translators, and security officers, in addition to more specialized hires based on mandate-specific needs, such as forensic or weapons experts, open-source investigators, and archivists or data officers. Most COIs and FFMs are also backed by OHCHR, which has supported dozens of investigative mandates and can offer guidance on methodology and standards, as well as some administrative and logistical support.

**Functioning and Tasks**

The core of COI and FFM work is in fact finding or evidence gathering and analysis, all of which occur largely behind the scenes. Fact-finding and evidence-gathering methods differ depending on the context, including security and access issues, but may include open-source investigations, interviews with victims and perpetrators, site visits, and review of documentary materials. Information gathered is then evaluated for relevancy, reliability, and validity, after which factual and legal analysis is conducted to determine what events occurred, whether they constitute violations, and who is responsible. The most common standard of proof for findings and conclusions is “reasonable suspicion” or “reasonable grounds to believe,” below the “beyond reasonable doubt” standard required under criminal law. Recommendations are then formulated based on the findings and, depending on the mandate, may include ending violations, investigation and prosecution by national or international bodies, referral of a situation to the ICC, issuance of sanctions, establishment of a reparation mechanism, legal reform, and/or continued or enhanced monitoring and reporting by UN bodies, among other outcomes.

319 The HRC has also established other similar investigative bodies under different names—for example, groups or teams of experts, Commissions on Human Rights, and accountability projects. Other UN bodies have also established COIs, FFMs, and other investigative bodies. See: “International Commissions of Inquiry, Fact-Finding Missions: Mandating Authority,” United Nations Research Guides, last visited August 12, 2023, https://libraryresources.unog.ch/c.php?g=462695&p=3162812.


323 For example, the mandate for the COI on Syria was initially established in August 2011, and has been renewed repeatedly since then, most recently through March 2023. “Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Mandate,” United Nations Human Rights Council, last visited August 12, 2023, https://www.ohchr.org/en/hr-bodies/hrc/iici-syria/co-i-mandate.


Once completed, analysis, findings, and recommendations are compiled in reports that are issued publicly and presented before the Human Rights Council. These public reports are intended to contribute to the historic record, strengthen calls for accountability, and promote the implementation of recommendations. However, non-public information from COIs and FFMs can also help contribute to accountability efforts. Bodies mandated to identify perpetrators most often do not release names publicly, but instead compile confidential lists, which may be shared with accountability actors.326 In addition, where informed consent is obtained, COIs and FFMs can provide interview records, contact information for witnesses, and documentary materials to investigating and prosecuting authorities for use as leads or evidence in cases.327

Strengths

One of the main strengths of a COI or FFM is in its tried-and-true model. With dozens of these investigative bodies established in the past decades, and with OHCHR providing institutional support to mandates, there is no need to reinvent the wheel with each new mandate. Instead, best practices can be compiled from past experience and applied to future mandates.328 The resourcing required for COIs and FFMs is also considerably less than that of independent investigative mechanisms (discussed below), as COI and FFM staffing is smaller and they can receive support from OHCHR.329 The model of receiving support from OHCHR can also speed up the timeline for establishing the body, conducting investigations, and issuing reports, which is another strength of COIs and FFMs.

Limitations

However, COIs and FFMs face notable limitations. These bodies are only established and renewed on a temporary basis, which makes it impossible to build out any longer-term work, and can cause a relatively high turnover of staffing. This also poses a challenge in maintaining contact with sources, which is necessary for referral of witnesses to jurisdictions. The various bodies established to investigate human rights violations in Libya clearly demonstrate this issue. An International Commission of Inquiry on Libya was established in February 2011 and shut down only a year later, in March 2012.330 Three years later, an OHCHR Investigation on Libya was established in March 2015, but ended, again, only one year later in March 2016.331 Only in June 2020, after various calls for the establishment of another commission of inquiry or investigative mechanism, was the Independent Fact-Finding Mission on Libya created.332 It issued its final report in March 2023.333

Once mandates close, additional challenges arise in providing information or evidence to jurisdictions. The short-term nature of COIs and FFMs also limits the potential depth of their investigations and reports. Accordingly, the result of their investigations is often relatively broad but not particularly deep, with findings established to a standard below that required for criminal prosecutions. COIs and FFMs may also suffer limitations based on a limited mandate (only focusing on a specific time period or type of violation), relatively limited staffing and funding (which may lead to a lack of necessary expertise), and/or inability to access the geographic region of concern.334

Lastly, recommendations issued by COIs and FFMs depend on UN support for any kind of implementation. The Independent Fact-Finding Mission on Libya’s findings in its final report indicated that international crimes were being committed.335 It urged the HRC to establish an independent international investigative mechanism, and called on the international community to provide the resources necessary for such an undertaking.336 Despite the work of that
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FFM, and its findings and recommendations, the HRC only adopted a resolution on technical assistance and capacity building in Libya.\textsuperscript{337} The HRC, in essence, ignored the accountability recommendations put forth by the FFM for Libya and only focused on supporting the Libyan government through UN-backed technical assistance and capacity building.\textsuperscript{338}

**Investigative Mechanisms**

**Mandate**

Since 2016, UN bodies have established three investigative mechanisms, which have more of an accountability focus and are more permanent in nature than COIs and FFM. The first is the International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism to Assist in the Investigation and Prosecution of Persons Responsible for the Most Serious Crimes under International Law Committed in the Syrian Arab Republic since March 2011 (the “IIIM”), established by the UN General Assembly (UNGA) in December 2016.\textsuperscript{339} In the face of mounting violations in Syria and paralysis at the UN Security Council—the only body with the authority to refer Syria to the International Criminal Court or establish an ad hoc tribunal for Syria—the General Assembly established the IIIM, a body with a “quasi-prosecutorial function” mandated to “collect, consolidate, preserve and analyse evidence of violations of international humanitarian law and human rights violations and abuses and to prepare files in order to facilitate and expedite fair and independent criminal proceedings... in national, regional or international courts or tribunals.”\textsuperscript{340} The IIIM’s mandate covers core international crimes (war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide) committed in Syria from March 2011 onward, by any actor.\textsuperscript{341}

The second investigative mechanism is the Investigative Team to Promote Accountability for Crimes Committed by Da’esh/ISIL (UNITAD), established in September 2017 by the UN Security Council, after the government of Iraq requested international assistance in ensuring accountability for ISIL crimes.\textsuperscript{342} UNITAD’s mandate is “to support domestic efforts to hold ISIL (Da’esh) accountable by collecting, preserving, and storing evidence in Iraq of acts that may amount to war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide committed by the terrorist group ISIL (Da’esh) in Iraq.”\textsuperscript{343} The third investigative mechanism is the Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar (IIMM), established in September 2018 by the UN Human Rights Council, with a mandate, nearly identical to the IIIM’s, to “collect, consolidate, preserve and analyse evidence of the most serious international crimes and violations of international law committed in Myanmar since 2011, and to prepare files in order to facilitate and expedite fair and independent criminal proceedings... in national, regional or international courts or tribunals.”\textsuperscript{344} The IIMM became operational in August 2019, after the previously established Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar handed over the information and evidence it had collected throughout its mandate.\textsuperscript{345}

**Makeup**

The investigative mechanisms are all led by a head appointed by the UN secretary general—in consultation with the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Legal Counsel for the IIIM and IIMM, and in consultation with the government of Iraq for UNITAD—and selected based on their extensive experience in criminal justice and international law, as well as their independence, impartiality, and commitment to justice, accountability, and human rights. The heads are mandated to recruit staff with appropriate language and regional expertise and experience in international criminal, human rights, and humanitarian law, criminal investigation and prosecution, evidence storage and preservation, military and forensic matters, witness...
and victim protection, sexual and gender-based crimes, and children's rights.346

Unlike COIs and FFMs, investigative mechanisms sit independently of any other UN body and, therefore, do not receive staffing, logistical, infrastructural, or other support from OHCHR. In part because each mechanism requires substantial costs for infrastructure, technology, development of protocols and procedures, and other institutional work, and in recognition of the mechanisms’ more permanent status, broader scope of their work, and more robust and complex mandates, investigative mechanisms have been awarded far greater budgets and resources than have COIs and FFMs.347

Functioning and Tasks

The core work of investigative mechanisms is: collection of evidence and investigations; preservation of evidence; analysis and preparation of case files; and support to jurisdictions. First, the mechanisms collect information and evidence from a variety of sources, including states, international organizations, UN bodies (including COIs and FFMs), civil-society organizations, media, and open sources, among others. The mechanisms can also conduct targeted investigations to collect additional evidence in support of their own investigative priorities, or the priorities of jurisdictions.348 Second, the mechanisms preserve all evidence in a central repository to ensure safeguarding and access in the future.349 Third, the mechanisms analyze evidence, both to build their own case files and to support jurisdictions’ efforts.350 Fourth, the mechanisms share information, evidence, and analysis with competent, rights-respecting jurisdictions, either at the request of the jurisdictions or proactively by the mechanism.351 Because of the mechanisms’ focus on criminal-justice efforts, all of these steps are taken in line with criminal legal standards—for example, by maintaining chain of custody, considering theories of liability and collecting linkage evidence, establishing elements of crimes under international criminal law, and considering the high burden of proof for criminal cases.352 All areas of the mechanisms’ work benefit from their outreach and engagement with civil society, states, international organizations, and other relevant actors.353 Because


UNITAD was established at the request of the government of Iraq, the mechanism and government work together closely, with UNITAD offering technical assistance and capacity building. In contrast, the IIIM and IIMM do not work with the governments of Syria or Myanmar, respectively, because those governments oppose the establishment of the mechanisms. Instead, these mechanisms engage significantly with Syrian and Myanmar civil society through dedicated initiatives for information sharing.

Strengths

The main strength of an investigative mechanism is in its direct contributions to accountability efforts. While COI and FFM mandates have increasingly included accountability components, these bodies often are not well placed to contribute directly to accountability efforts due to their temporary nature, application of standards below those required for criminal cases, and more limited resources.

In contrast, investigative mechanisms are designed around their contributions to criminal cases, ensuring that they collect and preserve evidence to a sufficiently high standard so that their work can be used in future trials. Take, for example, the mandate of the IIIM to “collect, consolidate, preserve and analyse evidence of the most serious international crimes and violations of international law committed in Myanmar since 2011” and to prepare files for criminal proceedings. The FFM established for Myanmar, on the other hand, had a more general mandate to “establish the facts and circumstances of the alleged recent human rights violations by military and security forces, and abuses, in Myanmar, in particular in Rakhine State … with a view to ensuring full accountability for perpetrators and justice for victims.” Another strength of investigative mechanisms is in their relatively significant capacity and more permanent nature, allowing them to build out more long-term work that can have both breadth and depth.

Limitations

However, investigative mechanisms also face significant limitations in their work. Because the mechanisms are independent from OHCHR or any other UN body, they must each establish their own procedures, systems, and infrastructure and, thus, require significantly more startup costs and efforts than do COIs and FFMs. While COIs and FFMs can complete investigations and issue reports within 12–18 months, it took at least that amount of time before the investigative mechanisms were engaging in substantive work. In addition, the mechanisms have faced challenges from sources of funding being unpredictable or inconsistent.

Another limitation comes from the confidential nature of investigative mechanisms’ work. In comparison to COIs and FFMs, which release public reports detailing their investigation, analysis, and findings, investigative mechanisms’ substantive work is in preparing confidential case files. The only public reports released by these mechanisms provide few details about their work, which has left civil-society groups and other actors feeling out of the loop and uninformed about the mechanisms’ work.

Finally, for bodies specifically established to advance accountability, investigative mechanisms are significantly limited given their inability to file charges, initiate prosecutions, or litigate cases. The mechanisms remain dependent on authorities within domestic, regional, or international courts to bring cases, while the mechanisms can only provide evidence and information to investigating and prosecuting authorities.
Calls for a Standing Investigative Mechanism

Since the three investigative mechanisms were established for Syria, Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) crimes in Iraq, and Myanmar, there have been calls to establish similar mechanisms for other country contexts. Many advocates prefer investigative mechanisms to COIs or FFMs because of the mechanisms' specific accountability focus. However, states are reluctant to establish additional mechanisms due to their significant resource requirements. In this context, there are growing calls to establish a standing investigative mechanism that could conduct and support investigations and case-building efforts in numerous countries, without a need to establish a new structure each time.364

While there remain open questions as to what exactly a standing mechanism would look like and how it would function, the general concept proposed by researchers at the University of Oxford and the International Commission of Jurists is to establish an Investigative Support Mechanism (ISM) or a Standing Independent Investigative Mechanism (SIIM) independent from OHCHR or any other UN body. When triggered by a competent UN body, the ISM/SIIM would serve as an investigative mechanism like the IIIM, UNITAD, and IIMM, collecting and preserving evidence, conducting analysis, and compiling case files to support legal proceedings. The ISM/SIIM would also act as a service provider to other UN investigative and accountability-focused bodies, including COIs and FFMs.365

In lieu of a standing investigative mechanism that would conduct its own investigations, researchers have also proposed the establishment of an “independent investigation support service provider” independent of OHCHR, or an “Investigative Support Division” within OHCHR, which would not conduct its own investigations, but instead provide greater capacity and support to existing and future accountability mandates such as COIs, FFMs, and investigative mechanisms.366

If a standing investigative mechanism is established, it is possible that it could investigate and build case files on human rights violations in Iran. However, even if established in the near future (which remains to be seen), it would be years before a standing investigative mechanism is up and running. In addition, it would likely take a separate HRC or UNGA resolution to trigger an investigation into violations in Iran. Accordingly, the recently established FFM on Iran, the subject of the next section, remains the only UN accountability mechanism for violations in Iran at present—with an option to establish a country-specific investigative mechanism should the FFM on Iran include that in its final report recommendations, and should UN member states vote in support.

Iran Fact-Finding Mission

Mandate

In November 2022, at a special session focused on the deteriorating human rights situation in Iran in the wake of Amini’s death at the hands of the IRI’s morality police, the Human Rights Council established an Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Islamic Republic of Iran.367 This body, the first COI or FFM to be focused on Iran, has a mandate to: investigate alleged human rights violations related to the protests that began on September 16, 2022, especially with respect to women and children; establish the facts and circumstances surrounding the alleged violations; collect, consolidate, analyze, and preserve evidence of the violations, with a view toward cooperating with any legal proceedings; and engage with all relevant stakeholders including the government of the IRI, OHCHR, the Special Rapporteur on Iran, human rights organizations, and civil society.368 The FFMI presented an oral update on its progress at the fifty-third HRC session on July 5, 2023.369 It will present its final comprehensive report at the fifty-fifth HRC session in March 2024, after which the mandate will expire (unless it is renewed by the HRC).370

---

In December 2022, the president of the HRC appointed the three members of the FFMI—Bangladeshi barrister Sara Hossain, Pakistani law professor Shaheen Sardar Ali, and Argentine lawyer Viviana Krsticevic—all of whom have extensive experience with international human rights bodies and have worked on women’s rights and gender justice in particular. In January 2023, recruitment began for the rest of the FFMI’s staff, which is set to include investigators (including those with particular expertise in sexual and gender-based violence and open-source information), a senior analyst, a legal adviser, a child-protection officer, an information- and evidence-management officer, and interpreters/translators, among others.

The core of the FFMI’s work will be investigating and collecting evidence of alleged human rights violations related to the protests that began in September 2022, conducting factual and legal analysis to determine the existence of violations, and compiling findings in a comprehensive report to be released in early 2024. Given the IRI’s opposition to the FFM, it is unlikely investigators will be granted access to the country. Thus, the FFMI’s main investigative methods will likely be interviews with victims and witnesses outside of Iran, possibly remote interviews with individuals inside Iran (if they can be conducted securely), collection and review of open-source materials, and review of relevant documentary materials.


Strengths

The FFMI should be well positioned to issue a strong and relatively detailed report that broadly covers human rights violations occurring in the context of the protests in Iran, from September 2022 through the end of 2023. Its mandate to establish facts and circumstances relating to alleged violations will likely yield information mapping out official structures, chains of command, and other essential information regarding roles and responsibilities. This kind of information is crucial for any future accountability efforts, especially with respect to identifying the people and entities responsible for human rights violations and possible related crimes. The FFMI can, thus, establish a foundation for future accountability efforts. It also may be able to contribute to accountability efforts through its mandated preservation of evidence with a view toward cooperating with legal proceedings.

In addition, the work of the FFMI will benefit greatly from the subject-matter expertise of the three appointed members. They will likely guide the work in a way that will adequately deal with the gender dimensions of the current context and events leading to Amini’s death. Such expertise will also inform any direct contact between victims and witnesses, and the FFMI’s members and staff.

Limitations

However, given that the FFMI has limited resources and time, and may not have access to evidence or witnesses inside Iran, it will not be able to collect and preserve all evidence that would be required for legal proceedings. With these current resource constraints, the FFMI will not be able to conduct a deep investigation into every violation in the covered period. Further, the FFMI does not have a mandate to build case files or initiate any legal proceedings. Nor does its mandate include identifying persons or entities responsible for human rights violations or related crimes. Its current mandate more closely resembles that of the FFMI for Myanmar than that of the IIMM’s accountability-focused work. As such, this framework and the limits to the mandate mean the Iran FFM is not primarily suited to pursuing criminal accountability.

In addition, the FFMI does not have a mandate to consider any violations that predated September 16, 2022, or any violations that have occurred outside the context of the protests. Thus, the FFMI does not have a mandate to investigate other significant human rights violations that have occurred in Iran, such as the 1988 prison massacre, the 2009 Green Movement protests, the 2019–2020 Aban protests, and violations against minority groups. These limits on the FFMI’s mandate fail to close the existing accountability gap for such human rights violations and crimes that have occurred outside the covered period and context. In addition, the FFMI is not well positioned to respond to new developments that are not strictly related to the context of the current protests.

Recommendations

The following recommendations, addressed to the FFMI team, as well as states and civil society, will help ensure that the FFMI has as significant as possible an impact on accountability, and supports victims’ and affected communities’ needs.

- The FFMI team should engage the Iranian public on the mandate and ensure it has access to the FFMI’s public findings. This could be done by, among other things, hiring a public-information officer whose tasks include accurately explaining the mandate and operations of the FFMI, as well as publicizing any developments.

- Investigators and prosecutors building cases against Iranian perpetrators should seek out information and evidence collected by the FFMI. The FFMI should support accountability efforts to the furthest extent allowed under its mandate, including by providing information and evidence to competent, rights-respecting jurisdictions.

- HRC member states should extend the mandate of the FFMI beyond March 2024, to ensure that it has sufficient time to document the ongoing human rights violations that have occurred since September 2022. Further, HRC member states should consider expanding the mandate of the FFMI to violations that occurred prior to September 2022, to increase the prospect of accountability for other human rights violations in the IRI.

- UN member states should consider establishing a commission of inquiry like that established for the situation in Ukraine and/or an investigative mechanism like the IIMM once the FFMI’s mandate is concluded. Any additional investigative body or mechanism established should have a particular view to end

374 Compare this to the mandate of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Ukraine, established in March 2022. See: HRC Resolution 49/1 (2022), paragraph 11(d) (“To identify, where possible, those individuals and entities responsible for violations or abuses of human rights or violations of international humanitarian law, or other related crimes, in Ukraine, with a view to ensuring that those responsible are held accountable”); ibid., paragraph 11(e) (“To make recommendations, in particular on accountability measures, all with a view to ending impunity and ensuring accountability, including, as appropriate, individual criminal responsibility, and access to justice for victims.”).
impunity and ensure accountability, including individual criminal responsibility and access to justice for victims. Such a structure and mandate would allow for the identification of mid- to lower-level perpetrators, in addition to those most responsible at the highest level.
n what many fear are deliberate attacks against women and girls in the aftermath of the protests sparked by Amini’s death and the Woman, Life, Freedom movement, thousands of schoolgirls all across Iran have been hospitalized from suspected poisonings since November 2022.375 These schoolgirls have been admitted to the hospital exhibiting symptoms like vomiting, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, numbness in limbs, shortness of breath, and other respiratory ailments after reportedly smelling something like a rotten tangerine or fish.376 The IRI’s response was to first deny this was occurring and blame the hospitalizations on stress, while attempting to silence students and their families, and it detained at least one journalist who was writing about the poisonings.377 When the IRI acknowledged these attacks could be poisonings, it was quick to blame the “enemy.”378 As the attacks continued, hundreds of concerned parents, families, teachers, and other members of the community protested in various cities across the country, and they were met with security forces who used tear gas and tried to arrest them.379

While there have been some theories alleging that these hospitalizations are the result of mass hysteria, it is impossible to conclusively determine the cause of the illnesses while the IRI blocks any meaningful investigation.380 For example, there have been various reports that the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps have been obstructing any investigations and threatening medical professionals and journalists.381 Facing the impossibility of a genuine internal investigation and the likely involvement of the IRI in the attacks, many have called for international bodies like the UN HRC, the FFMI, the World Health Organization, or the OPCW to conduct an investigation to determine the origin of the illnesses and identify those responsible.382 This section will provide an overview of the OPCW, an intergovernmental organization specialized in chemical weapons, the IRI’s involvement with the OPCW, and how OPCW investigations are initiated and conducted, as well as how such an investigation may be initiated in this case.

Overview

The OPCW is the implementing body for the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction (the Chemical Weapons Convention or CWC), and it was established in 1997 when the CWC entered into force.383 All 193 states that have ratified the CWC are OPCW member states, which, according to the OPCW, means that 98 percent of the global population is protected by the CWC.384 The purpose of the Chemical Weapons Convention is to eliminate chemical weapons, a category of weapons of mass destruction, through prohibiting their development, production,
purchase, stockpiling, transfer, or use by states parties.\textsuperscript{385} The OPCW's mission, in turn, is to ensure compliance with the CWC to achieve a world that is completely, and permanently, free of chemical weapons.\textsuperscript{386} It is composed of three principal bodies: the Conference of the States Parties, the Executive Council, and the Technical Secretariat.\textsuperscript{387}

The OPCW works to achieve its mission through, among other things, verification activities, destruction of existing stockpiles of chemical weapons, routine and challenge inspections, supporting national implementation of the CWC, scientific research, and providing assistance to states parties.\textsuperscript{388} Should allegations of chemical-weapons use arise, the OPCW can respond in various ways, including by carrying out formal inspections designed to establish whether chemical weapons were actually used, and providing emergency assistance.\textsuperscript{389} In Syria, for example, the OPCW established the Fact Finding Mission in 2014 in response to


continuing allegations of chemical-weapons use; however, its mandate does not include identifying those responsible for using chemical weapons. Its continuation was endorsed in 2015 by the OPCW and the UN Security Council, and its work is ongoing. Unlike the Fact Finding Mission, The OPCW-UN Joint Investigative Mechanism (JIM), established in 2015, had a mandate to identify those responsible for using chemical weapons. Its mandate, however, was terminated in 2017 after Russia voted against renewing it in the UNSC. After the failure to renew the JIM’s mandate, the OPCW Conference of the States Parties in 2018 established the OPCW Investigation and Identification Team (IIT) to identify perpetrators of specific instances of chemical-weapons use identified by the OPCW Fact Finding Mission or cases for which the JIM did not issue a report. Under the provisions of the CWC relating to noncompliance, the Conference of the States Parties adopted a decision that suspended certain rights and privileges for Syria until the director-general of the OPCW reports that Syria has met all the requirements set out in the suspension decision.

### Iran and the OPCW

The IRI has a long history of participation in, and cooperation with, the OPCW. In fact, the first-ever agreement with the OPCW for providing assistance on demand was with the IRI, for emergency medical assistance to treat victims of chemical weapons in Iranian hospitals. Such close levels of cooperation and coordination continue through the present day. The director-general of the OPCW, for example, has met personally with the IRI’s deputy foreign minister for legal and international affairs twice in the last two years, and issued a statement in 2022 to commemorate the thirty-fifth anniversary of the 1987 chemical-weapons attack in Sardasht. Despite the numerous indications that a chemical weapon was behind the illnesses of the thousands of hospitalized schoolgirls in Iran, there was no mention of the schoolgirl poisonings at all in the May 2023 press release detailing the discussion between the OPCW director-general and the IRI’s deputy foreign minister for legal and international affairs.

Throughout the years, the IRI has been outspoken on issues it considers of importance to the organization and general political concerns. Its record is mixed, however, and some actions cast doubt on its commitment to the elimination of the use of chemical weapons. For example, the IRI, along with Syria and Russia, was one of fifteen members to vote against the decision to suspend Syria’s privileges at the OPCW. The IRI had also previously released a statement explaining that it voted against the OPCW’s 2021 budget because its delegation felt that the IIT for Syria was an illegal extension of the Technical Secretariat’s mandate and “a politically-motivated attempt of a few States Parties...to implement the so-called task of ‘attribution’ to identify the perpetrators of the use of chemical weapons that has not been mentioned either explicitly...”

---
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or implicitly in the Chemical Weapons Convention.\textsuperscript{401} For years, the US State Department has raised concerns that the IRI has not complied with the CWC because of its alleged failure to declare transfers of chemical weapons to Libya in the 1978–1987 war, its alleged failure to accurately declare its holdings of riot-control agents, and its failure to submit complete declarations.\textsuperscript{402} The United States has also expressed concerns that the IRI is pursuing pharmaceutical-based agents and toxins that can be used in chemical weapons for offensive purposes.\textsuperscript{403}

Nonetheless, the IRI currently sits on the Executive Council of the OPCW.\textsuperscript{404} The Executive Council has forty-one member states elected by the Conference of the States Parties for terms of two years.\textsuperscript{405} Its membership is decided according to the principle of equitable geographic distribution, the importance of the chemical industry, and political and security concerns.\textsuperscript{406} The IRI belongs to the Asia and Pacific block.\textsuperscript{407} The Executive Council is the executive organ of the OPCW, supervises the Technical Secretariat, and is responsible for promoting the "effective implementation of, and compliance with" the CWC.\textsuperscript{408} Each member of the Executive Council gets one vote and, unless specified in the CWC, decisions are made by a two-thirds majority or, in the case of procedural matters, a simple majority.\textsuperscript{409} Given these voting arrangements, it is unlikely that the IRI could block actions related to compliance with the Chemical Weapons Convention at the Executive Council. If its role became a serious issue, its violations under the CWC.
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Investigating Possible Uses of Chemical Weapons in Iran through the OPCW

There are several options available to other states parties to the CWC that wish to raise the matter of the possible poisonings of schoolgirls in Iran at the OPCW. When states parties are concerned that there has been a violation of the CWC, they can engage in consultation with the state or states parties alleged to have violated their obligations, request that the Executive Council get clarification about a particular situation, or request an onsite challenge inspection. The wording of Article IX of the CWC expresses a clear preference, though not a requirement, for states to first engage in voluntary efforts to resolve doubts about compliance with, or violation of, the Chemical Weapons Convention “whenever possible.” When one state party receives such a request for clarification from another state party, it has ten days to provide information about the matter to the requesting state party. The states parties can also arrange for an inspection by mutual consent. Under this option, other states parties of the CWC could engage in discussions directly with the IRI to request information, or even arrange inspections or other procedures aimed at establishing whether chemical weapons are being used.

States parties may also turn to the Executive Council of the OPCW. They have the right to request that the Executive Council provide information it already holds about possible violations of the CWC, or to request that the Executive Council obtain clarification from other states parties. Despite the IRI’s membership in the Executive Council, as noted above, it only gets one vote and decisions are made by a two-thirds majority, so it is not likely that the IRI would be able to block requests for clarification. If the Executive Council makes a request for clarification, the state party that received the request has ten days to provide clarification. The Executive Council must then forward that information to the state party that originally requested the clarification within twenty-four hours. If that requesting state is still unsatisfied, it has the right to request that the Executive Council get further clarification. In trying to get further clarification, the Executive Council may ask the director-general to form an expert group to examine the information and submit a factual report outlining its findings. Even that is found to be unsatisfactory by the original requesting state party, it can request a special session of the Executive Council. If the original requesting state party’s concerns have not been resolved within sixty days of its request to the Executive Council, it can request a special session of the Conference of the States Parties, which can consider the issue and make recommendations.

Concerned states parties can also request challenge inspections, even without first directly engaging with the state where they think the CWC has been violated or seeking clarification through the Executive Council. If a state party did not wish to engage with the IRI directly to request clarification of a particular situation—like the possible poisonings of schoolgirls—and did not want to involve the Executive Council given the IRI’s current membership, it could make use of this option and request an onsite challenge inspection anywhere in the territory of Iran by submitting an inspection request to both the Executive Council and the director-general. It is the director-general who will determine whether the request meets the requirements for challenge inspections. The Executive Council can only block a request for a challenge inspection, not later than twelve hours after receipt of the request, by a three-fourths majority if it deems the request frivolous, abusive, or beyond the scope of the convention. Importantly, given the IRI’s role on the Executive Council, neither the requesting state nor the state party to be inspected can participate in that decision.
Nevertheless, there are limits to such requests. Any challenge inspection must be requested “for the sole purpose of clarifying and resolving any questions concerning possible non-compliance with the provisions of this Convention,” and the inspection is to be “conducted anywhere without delay by an inspection team designated by the Director-General.” 426 Further, the CWC expressly designed this procedure to “avoid abuse” by requiring that the requesting state party “keep the inspection request within the scope of this Convention,” and “provide in the inspection request all appropriate information on the basis of which a concern has arisen.” 427 States parties are cautioned to “refrain from unfounded inspection requests,” and that any inspection that takes place will “be carried out for the sole purpose of determining facts relating to the possible non-compliance.” 428 The state party subject to the inspection must allow the inspection team to carry out its mandate and provide access to the requested sites, but it has the right to “take measures to protect sensitive installations, and to prevent disclosure of confidential information and data, not related to this Convention.” 429 After the final report on factual findings and degree of access and cooperation during the inspection is transmitted by the director-general to all states parties and the Executive Council, the Executive Council reviews the report and evaluates whether there has been a violation of the CWC, and whether the initial request was within the scope of the convention or was an abuse of the right to request an inspection. 430 Finally, the Executive Council can make recommendations it deems appropriate to the states parties or the Conference of the States Parties. 431

---
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Should a state party not wish to pursue any of the above options, it can also bring the matter to the Conference of the States Parties. The Conference of the States Parties consists of all members of the OPCW, and meets for regular sessions annually. The next Conference of the States Parties is scheduled to take place in The Hague from November 27 to December 1, 2023. The provisional agenda for each regular session is distributed no later than sixty days before the session is scheduled to begin, and any member of the OPCW may propose an item. The provisional agenda for the next Conference of the States Parties will be distributed no later than September 29, 2023. Finally, any state party can make a request to the director-general to convene a special session of the Conference of the States Parties, which is convened not later than thirty days after the request if at least one-third of the other states parties agree with the request.

Recommendations

The following recommendations aim to give states parties to the CWC an overview of options available to them through the OPCW to get clarification on matters relating to the possible use of chemical weapons in the IRI, such as the suspected poisonings of schoolgirls across the country.

- Given the OPCW's strong preference for first seeking clarification from the state party where a situation of concern has arisen, states parties to the CWC could first directly reach out to the IRI to request information concerning the schoolgirl poisonings. However, such states should bear in mind the IRI's history of denial, its silencing of victims and journalists, and the ineffective investigation it has already carried out on this matter. Rather than simply seeking information from the IRI, states parties wishing to engage directly with it could instead try to arrange an inspection or investigation to be conducted by an independent third party by mutual consent.

- States parties not wishing to engage directly with the IRI for the aforementioned reasons can instead request that the Executive Council provide any information it already holds and, if that does not suffice, they can request that the Executive Council seek clarification from the IRI. Despite the IRI's role on the Executive Council, it does not have veto power and cannot block decisions, as these are taken either by a two-thirds majority or a simple majority.

- States wishing to bypass the Executive Council clarification process altogether can directly request a challenge inspection anywhere on Iran's territory. They do not need to first seek clarification. They must, however, carefully frame the request to ensure it falls within the scope of the CWC, and provide all the information at their disposal that indicates noncompliance. Any inspection carried out by the team designated by the director-general will be strictly limited to establishing the facts surrounding the possible noncompliance with the Chemical Weapons Convention.

- Lastly, any state party can put the issue of the schoolgirl poisonings on the agenda for the next regular session of the Conference of the States Parties, scheduled to take place in The Hague from November 27 to December 1, 2023. Any state party can also request a special session of the Conference of States Parties, which will be convened if one-third of the member states support the request. The Conference of the States Parties has broad powers, and can discuss the matter and make recommendations for how to move forward.

---
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Progressive Development of International Law

The previous sections of this report outline what is currently possible under existing international law—but the law is not static, and responses to ongoing human rights violations need not be limited to what has already been established. At the time of writing, there are several important initiatives under way that aim to expand existing international law to better respond to atrocity crimes and push accountability forward. This section covers two treaties under development: one to make international cooperation for domestic prosecutions of international crimes more efficient, and another to create an international convention for crimes against humanity. These efforts, if successful, will fill important gaps in substantive and procedural international law, and can be used to address the impunity gap in Iran. Lastly, this section briefly covers recent developments in the nascent, but growing, recognition by the international community of gender apartheid as a standalone international crime.

Treaties

Treaties are one of the primary sources of international law, and one of the most important ways states shape the rules that bind the international community.437 Two treaties currently under development seek to push accountability for international crimes even further—one relating to better coordination between states for national prosecutions of international crimes, and the other to building a legal framework specifically for crimes against humanity. These treaties have been in the works for more than a decade and have finally reached critical stages. If supported by enough states, these treaties could soon become law, whether supported by the IRI or not. Even if Iran does not adopt these treaties, they would nevertheless oblige other states to take accountability measures that would apply to any suspected perpetrators on their territory. Furthermore, treaties like these contribute to the development and recognition of customary international law and obligations that apply to all states, regardless of which treaties they have adopted.

Mutual Legal Assistance and Extradition Initiative

There has been a significant increase in national prosecutions for international crimes in recent years.438 At the same time, experts recognize that the current framework for mutual legal assistance and extradition is inadequate when it comes to national prosecutions for genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.439 The Netherlands, Belgium, and Slovenia convened an expert meeting in The Hague in 2011 to address this coordination gap in national prosecutions of core international crimes, from which the Mutual Legal Assistance and Extradition Initiative (the “MLA Initiative”) emerged. This core group of states later expanded to include Argentina, Senegal, and Mongolia.440

More than ten years after work began on the MLA Initiative, a diplomatic conference took place in Slovenia in May 2023 to facilitate negotiations between states for the adoption of the Convention on International Cooperation in the Investigation and Prosecution of Genocide, Crimes against Humanity, War Crimes and Other International Crimes (the “Ljubljana-Hague Convention”).441 At the outset of the conference, the MLA Initiative had already garnered the official support of eighty countries.442

On May 26, 2023, the more than seventy states gathered at the diplomatic conference adopted the Ljubljana-Hague Convention, hailed as a historic moment by many...

---
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of the states involved, including representatives from the core group of states behind the MLA Initiative. The Ljubljana-Hague Convention will open for signatures in the first half of 2024 at the Peace Palace in The Hague. The convention requires three ratifications to enter into force. The Netherlands will be the secretariat in the interim, but Belgium will be the depositary of the Ljubljana-Hague Convention. If the convention becomes binding, it will be the first multilateral treaty ever to deal with mutual legal assistance for national prosecutions of international crimes.

The adoption of the convention was also praised by civil society, with organizations noting the expansion of victim rights in the final text, emphasis on fair-trial rights for the accused, elimination of many statutes of limitations, and the treatment of the duty of states to prosecute or extradite those suspected of the covered crimes, which include certain crimes in non-international armed countries. The Ljubljana-Hague Convention also includes provisions on Joint Investigation Teams, restitution, information exchange, and privacy.
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International lamented that states like France succeeded in getting an exemption and discretion for states regarding the decision to investigate or prosecute suspects present on their territory, instead of including this as an obligation.\footnote{450} Despite this carveout, Amnesty International recognized that the core principles were nevertheless respected, and urged states to ratify the convention without reservations.\footnote{450}

**Draft Articles on Crimes Against Humanity**

After years of languishing, a similar process on a treaty on crimes against humanity is also finally under way.\footnote{451} This treaty has long been called for, as it would close existing gaps in international law; currently, there is no treaty dedicated to crimes against humanity, nor do other treaties on international crimes impose a duty to prevent crimes against humanity.\footnote{452} As an MLA Initiative explainer notes, the absence of “specific and adequate international standards on crimes against humanity hampers effective and efficient investigation and prosecution of these crimes.”\footnote{453} A resolution adopted by the UNGA in December 2022 kicked off a two-year process for negotiations and deliberations on the International Law Commission’s recommendations on draft articles on prevention and punishment of crimes against humanity.\footnote{454} The ILC began its work on a treaty on crimes against humanity in 2014.\footnote{455} It adopted the draft articles on crimes against humanity (CAH Draft Articles) in 2019.\footnote{456} It ultimately recommended to the UNGA that it develop an international convention based on those articles.\footnote{457}

The UN’s Sixth Committee, the UNGA’s dedicated body for considering legal questions, concluded its session on the question of whether to codify the ILC’s CAH Draft Articles on April 14, 2023.\footnote{458} Despite different views on specifics, delegates appeared to agree, for the most part, on how important it is for national legal systems to criminalize, punish, and prevent crimes against humanity.\footnote{459} However, important points of discrepancy include the question of whether the definition under this new treaty should be consistent with the Rome Statute or whether, given that the Rome Statute does not have universal acceptance, a consistent definition could result in fewer states accepting the new treaty.\footnote{460} States also disagreed about whether prohibition of crimes against humanity constitutes a *jus cogens* norm—that is, a fundamental rule of international law that applies to everyone.\footnote{461}

Now that the session has concluded, the Sixth Committee will meet again in October 2023 to debate the CAH Draft Articles during its normal session, and states may then submit written comments by December 31, 2023.\footnote{462} In April 2024, the Sixth Committee will meet again for a session dedicated to the CAH Draft Articles and, in October 2024, it will make a final decision regarding the ILC’s recommendation to develop a treaty based on them.\footnote{463} The
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The timeline for this treaty is longer than that for the Ljubljana-Hague Convention, but adopting a multilateral framework on crimes against humanity would only bolster national jurisdictions’ ability to criminalize, punish, and set out obligations for the prevention of crimes against humanity, a clear complementary base to any mutual legal assistance in the prosecution of these crimes.

**Iran’s Position on These Treaties**

The IRI has not expressed support for the MLA Initiative, nor did it participate in the diplomatic conference that took place in May 2023. However, the Ljubljana-Hague Convention includes an aut dedere, aut judicare obligation, meaning that states parties must either extradite or prosecute persons suspected of having committed genocide, crimes against humanity, or war crimes present on their territory, subject to the conditions specified in the convention. Given the lack of action or statements, and the possible consequences for IRI officials traveling to possible future states parties, it is unlikely that the IRI would sign or ratify this treaty. Nonetheless, if the convention enters into force, then all states that ratify it will have this obligation. This means any IRI officials suspected of having

---
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committed the covered crimes could be prosecuted if they are found to be present on the territory of states that ratify the convention.

When it comes to the CAH Draft Articles, on the other hand, the IRI has been very active. Delegates from the IRI have argued, for example, that of the principles found in the UN Charter, the most relevant one for the CAH Draft Articles is that of nonintervention, and have criticized the draft for not “adequately” incorporating general international law principles of immunity of state officials and of states and their property. For reference, the current draft requires states to ensure that, under their domestic criminal law, “the fact that an offence referred to in this draft article was committed by a person holding an official position is not a ground for excluding criminal responsibility.” IRI delegates also criticized the current wording of the articles on refusing extradition requests, and critiqued the “unsuccessful attempt” to extend the “international human rights law” principle of non-refoulement to crimes against humanity. Tellingly, the IRI delegate also criticized the definition of crimes against humanity for being too “broad,” while simultaneously not “encompass[ing] all acts that can be considered crimes against humanity,” notably, like “the imposition of unilateral coercive measures against civilians to intentionally facilitate their suffering and dissatisfaction with their Governments.” The delegate also stressed that the “critical invisible role of external players—particularly foreign States—cannot be overlooked,” and urged that the text should be amended to address “the obligations of States not to intervene in the internal affairs of other States that result in crimes against humanity.”

It is too early to speculate about what the final text of any treaty on crimes against humanity would look like. However, given the negative and contradictory tone of the statements IRI representatives have made so far, and its history of not adopting similar treaties, it seems unlikely the IRI would adopt any future treaty on crimes against humanity. That does not mean its officials would necessarily be beyond the reach of other jurisdictions. As mentioned above, a crimes against humanity convention would provide a basis for national legislation to enact legal standards to prevent, criminalize, and punish crimes against humanity. Any national jurisdiction could then apply its existing jurisdiction rules on international crimes to either prosecute or extradite suspects present on its territory—even if these persons are nationals of a state like Iran that may not be party to international conventions on the matter.

With respect to the substance of the CAH Draft Articles, two changes will assist with holding IRI officials accountable. First, the definition of the crime against humanity of enforced disappearance in the CAH Draft Articles should be revised to match the definition included in the Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance (ICPPED), which does not require a specific duration of time nor an intention to remove a disappeared person from the protection of law enforcement. These requirements unduly narrow the definition of this crime, and are not in line with the ICPPED. Given the frequency with which the IRI is now deploying enforced disappearance as a tactic to silence dissidents, this change would be beneficial to accountability efforts. Second, the definition of the crime against humanity of forced pregnancy should be revised to remove the caveat that exempts national laws, the only crime for which such a caveat is included. This kind of caveat permits discrimination against women to continue when codified under national legislation. In the case of the IRI’s national laws, which allow permissions for nonconsensual sexual relations that are not in accordance with international standards, removing this caveat would help victims and survivors of this crime.

**Recommendations**

- States should sign and ratify the Ljubljana-Hague Convention without reservations.
- States should additionally, at the time of ratification or acceptance, voluntarily extend the scope of the application of the Ljubljana-Hague Convention to cover crimes like torture or enforced disappearances, to ensure prosecutions of other serious international crimes also benefit from this convention.
- States should take measures necessary to establish jurisdiction over cases where the victim of a covered crime is a national—that is, to establish passive personality jurisdiction. The IRI often targets dual nationals, and this jurisdiction would allow states to protect

---
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their nationals even when they are the victims of crimes outside their territory.471

- Should the treaty be ratified, states parties should comply with their obligations to prosecute or extradite perpetrators from the IRI suspected of having committed the covered crimes in good faith, and not abuse the discretion included in the final draft to avoid politically difficult cases.

- States should accept the ILC’s recommendation to develop a treaty based on the CAH Draft Articles.

- The definition of the crime against humanity of enforced disappearance in the CAH Draft Articles should be revised to match the definition included in the ICPPED, which does not require a specific duration of time, nor an intention to remove a disappeared person from the protection of law enforcement. These requirements unduly narrow the definition of this crime and are not in line with the ICPPED.

- The definition of the crime against humanity of forced pregnancy should be revised to remove the caveat that exempts national laws, as it is the only crime for which such a caveat is included. This kind of caveat permits discrimination against women to continue when codified under national legislation.

### Developing Law

While treaties provide a source of law that is easily identifiable, there are other important sources of international law, such as customary international law or general principles of international law recognized by the international community, that gradually develop over time.472 These customs and practices may eventually be codified in treaties, but they become binding on the international community once they are widely recognized. One current important ongoing development is the recent, but growing, recognition of the standalone crime of gender apartheid, especially as it relates to what is happening to women in the IRI and Afghanistan.

#### Gender Apartheid

In the clearest terms possible, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Afghanistan, Richard Bennett, and the Working Group on discrimination against women and girls concluded in their June 2023 report to the HRC that the Taliban's treatment of women and girls in Afghanistan constitutes gender apartheid.473 In their words, "[t]he pattern of large-scale systematic violations of women's and girls' fundamental rights in Afghanistan, abetted by the Taliban's discriminatory and misogynist policies and harsh enforcement methods, constitutes gender persecution and an institutionalized framework of gender apartheid."474 The Special Rapporteur, however, acknowledged that gender apartheid is not currently an international crime.475 The current definition of the crime against humanity of apartheid only encapsulates discrimination based on race.476

Because the current definition of apartheid under international criminal law does not cover systematic oppression based on gender, the kind of systematic discriminatory treatment women face in the IRI and Afghanistan cannot be prosecuted as apartheid. Under existing law, there are few options for prosecuting this kind of oppression. Two currently available options to prosecute these actions are as the crime against humanity of gender persecution or possibly as the “other inhumane acts” subcategory of crimes against humanity.477 The Rome Statute defines the crime against humanity of persecution as “the intentional and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law by reason of the identity of the group or collectivity.”478 It defines other inhumane acts as “acts of a
similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health. 479

If these categories already exist, why try to expand the definition of apartheid? The Campaign to End Gender Apartheid—a group of Iranian and Afghan legal experts, activists, and global women leaders dedicated to expanding the definition of apartheid to include gender—addresses this exact question. It points out that first, recognizing gender apartheid as a crime would be an important tool for identifying and ending regimes of gender apartheid; second, when race is replaced by gender in the definition of apartheid, it accurately captures the nature of the systemic discrimination as a tool of dominion and power by the Taliban and the Islamic Republic. 480

Special Rapporteur Bennett expressed a similar sentiment, saying that “if one applies the definition of apartheid, which at the moment is for race, to the situation in Afghanistan and use sex instead of race, then there seem to be strong indications pointing towards that.” 481 Additionally, Karima Bennoune, a professor of law and one of the first legal scholars to address the issue in depth, writes that “the persecution approach fails to adequately implicate the institutionalized and ideological nature of the abuses in question or reflect on the responsibilities of other international actors to respond appropriately.” 482

Recognition of gender apartheid by UN officials like Special Rapporteur Bennett or EU representatives like High Representative Josep Borrell is an important
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milestone in making gender apartheid a crime. But that is not enough—customary international law consists of state practice and, *opinio juris*, the belief that an act is required by law. Different actors in the international community, especially states, must recognize the crime of gender apartheid, support its codification and prosecution, and take steps to dismantle regimes responsible for implementing it. Options already exist, such as the argument presented by Bennoune that the existing law on apartheid be directly applied to gender apartheid. In a forward-looking suggestion, Special Rapporteur Bennett and the Working Group on discrimination against women and girls recommend that UN member states mandate a report on gender apartheid to develop norms on the issue. As the situation deteriorates for women and girls in Afghanistan and the IRI, as well as other countries with similarly codified regimes of oppression, now is the time for the international community to act.

**Recommendations**

- UN member states should accept the recommendation from Special Rapporteur Bennett and the Working Group on discrimination against women and girls, and mandate a report on the question of gender apartheid with a view to develop legal norms for the international community.
- Other avenues for developing legal norms around the crime of gender apartheid should be pursued, such as adding it to the work of the International Law Commission and including the crime in the CAH Draft Articles.
- States should incorporate the rights of women and girls, and the dismantling of the regimes of gender apartheid, into their foreign policies regarding the IRI and Afghanistan.
- States can also incorporate the crime of gender apartheid into domestic legislation.
- Civil society should continue to document the acts constituting gender apartheid, and push its national representatives to take action.

---
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Conclusion

If the international community wants to show solidarity with the people of Iran, and take action to hold perpetrators of atrocity crimes and human rights violations responsible—especially in light of the current crackdown and latest human rights abuses—international mechanisms offer a pathway to accountability, but require political will and consensus. States should continue to take action domestically at the national level to ensure that all available options are pursued, but steps taken at the international level convey a powerful message that the international community as a whole will not ignore the IRI’s gross human rights violations. National and international tools can complement each other and, if used in conjunction, allow for a more comprehensive and impactful approach to seeking justice. As the people of Iran continue to publicly demand change, the international community can support them by utilizing all the tools at its disposal to bring the IRI to account.
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Jane Holl Lute
William J. Lynn
Mark Machin
Marco Margheri
Michael Margolis
Chris Marlin
William Marron
Gerardo Mato
Erin McGrain
John M. McHugh
*Judith A. Miller
Dariusz Mioduski
*Richard Morningstar
Georgette Mosbacher
Majida Mourad
Virginia A. Mulberger
Mary Claire Murphy
Julia Nesheiwat
Edward J. Newberry
Franco Nuschese
Joseph S. Nye
Ahmet M. Ören
Sally A. Painter
Ana I. Palacio
*Kostas Pantazopoulos
Alan Pellegrini
David H. Petraeus
*Lisa Pollina
Daniel B. Poneman
*Dina H. Powell McCormick
Michael Punke
Ashraf Qazi
Thomas J. Ridge
Gary Rieschel
Charles O. Rossotti
Harry Sachinis
C. Michael Scaparrotti
Ivan A. Schlager
Rajiv Shah
Gрегg Sherrill
Jeff Shockey
Ali Jehangir Siddiqui
Kris Singh
Varun Sivaram
Walter Slocombe
Christopher Smith
Clifford M. Solberg
Michael S. Steele
Richard J.A. Steele
Mary Streett
Nader Tavakoli
*Gil Tenzer
*Frances F. Townsend
Clyde C. Tuggle
Melanne Verveer
Charles F. Wald
Michael F. Walsh
Ronald Weiser
*Al Williams
Ben Wilson
Maciej Witucki
Neal S. Wolin
*Jenny Wood
Guang Yang
Mary C. Yates
Dov S. Zakheim

### HONORARY DIRECTORS

James A. Baker, III
Robert M. Gates
James N. Mattis
Michael G. Mullen
Leon E. Panetta
William J. Perry
Condoleezza Rice
Horst Teltschik
William H. Webster

### EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

**Members**

List as of July 28, 2023